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1.

Forward

2.

Introduction

“A hundred years from now it will not matter what my bank account was, the sort of house I
lived in, or the kind of car I drove…But the world may be different because I was important in
the life of a child.” – Author Unknown

Teaching beginners the game of Basketball can be fun and rewarding.
It may not be apparent to you, but you will now be looked upon as a teacher, mentor, leader,
ROLE MODEL, authority & parental figure by the youngsters on your team. Do not
underestimate the effect or influence you can have upon a young child. Young basketball
players are very impressionable and will watch your every move. The team takes your lead and
you are the leading influence of the team’s attitude. Whether you feel it or not, your team will
take on your characteristics.
Does this all sound like a daunting task? While you should not become overwhelmed with your
responsibility, you also should not take your coaching responsibilities lightly.
Think of the speeches that we have all heard, whether it’s an induction speech to the hall of fame
or interview by the media. When asked who has been a major influence in their lives, after
mentioning family, many respond “my old coach from ….”
There are not many more rewarding positions than that of helping others, especially helping
children. If you can have the slightest of positive influence on another’s life, your life has been a
great success. Watching a player improve as both a basketball player and a person is one of the
most fulfilling accomplishments one can have. If you are lucky enough that when a former
player is asked who influenced his or her life and they say your name, you should consider
yourself the “richest” person in the land.
With a little organization, planning, and above all patience, coaching can be productive,
educational and most of all enjoyable.
This instructional guide has been written to assist the coach in the following areas:
• Starting to Effectively Coach from Day 1
• Dealing with Players
• Dealing with Parents
• Team Organization
• Developing an Effective Practice
• Practice Drills
• Developing a Winning Game Plan
• Team Safety & First Aid Basics
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3.

Useful Coaching Forms

Sports & Life

There is no question that sports are a great influence in the development of a child. During the
developmental years, a child is growing physically, emotionally and psychologically. In these
developmental years, most children are also involved in some type of organized sport. So, in
addition to home life, school and church; sports help form the character and traits of a child. The
lessons learned on the field, gym and rink help shape and mold the type of person a child may
become.
Children learn many valuable lessons from sports, a few being:
• Ethics and how to follow rules and regulations
• How to cope with winning or losing (coping with failure)
• How to set and work toward goals
• How to work with others on a team (teamwork)
• How to respect authority
• How to follow directions
Studies have shown:
• Boys and Girls that participate in sports perform better in school, have a lower drop-out
rate and a better chance to attend and graduate college
• Girls that participate in sports have higher self esteem, lower levels of depression than
those who don’t participate in sports
• Girls that participate in sports are 80% less likely to have an unwanted pregnancy than
those who don’t participate in sports
• Children involved in sports are 90% less likely to get involved with drugs than those who
don’t participate in sports
Where as youth sports can attribute positively to the development of a child, unfortunately, they
can also have a negative effect on a child.
In the August 2001 issue of Sport Illustrated for Kids an article entitled Kids Speak Out a survey
found that:
• 57% of those surveyed said there was too much violence in youth sports
• 74% said they had witnessed out of control parents at their games
• 36% said they were embarrassed when witnessing bad parental behavior
• 37% said they witnessed parents yelling at kids
• 27% said they had witnessed parents yelling at coaches or officials
• 25% said they had witnessed coaches yelling at kids or officials
• 4% said they had witnessed violent behavior by adults
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As we have previously stated, as a coach you are looked upon as a teacher, mentor, leader,
ROLE MODEL, authority & parental figure by the youngsters on your team. Do not
underestimate the effect or influence (positive & negative) you can have upon a young child. In
coaching young players, winning or losing should be the least important thing for both you and
the players. Soon enough, children will be exposed to the competitive nature of sports. Your
goal should be to teach the children about the game of basketball and to instill upon them a love
for the sport.
If your players enjoy themselves and want to play again next season, you should consider your
season a success.
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4.

Getting Started

By obtaining and reading through this book you are well on your way to an excellent start toward
successful basketball coaching! In coaching young players, planning and organization is half the
battle. Before you step out on to the court, there are a number of things that you must first do.

Contact with Your League

The first step in effective coaching is to contact league officials to get the information you will
need to run your team. Leagues vary on how well they are organized. Some leagues have an
orientation/coaching seminar that will go over league rules, goals and points of contact. Some
seminars may even provide you with practice ideas, game strategies, tips on dealing with
children and parents, as well as basic first aid.
However, in some leagues you may receive little, if any, information (only the basics - team
roster and team name). Whatever way your league is organized, there is some basic information
that you will need to effectively run your team. The quicker you receive this information, the
quicker you can get down to the business of coaching.
The Basic information you will need before you get started is:
1. Practices – When and Where? Some leagues have standard practice days and
times for each team. In other leagues the coach is responsible for reserving dates,
courts and times for practice. You need to find out how your league organizes its
practices and act accordingly. If it is your responsibility to “book” practices, do it
as early as possible so that you are able to get the best times.
2. Games – Most leagues will have a pre-arranged schedule of games listing the
dates, times and locations. You need to obtain this schedule so that you can
distribute it to your team and then schedule practices on non-game days. In some
basketball leagues, especially for the youngest children, the practices and games
take place the same day.
3. Equipment – Who has the equipment and when will it be distributed to the
coaches? If you are a first time coach, make sure you get the proper amount of
equipment. To effectively run a team, you should have the following equipment:
• Basketballs – It is important that every child have a basketball. A
player without a ball will be waiting around for his/her turn and
become bored quite quickly. If your league does not supply a ball for
each child, have the players bring their own basketball. When you
contact your team at the start of the season, make sure you tell them to
bring their own ball to practice. At a minimum you need 1 ball per 2
players.
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Sneakers, Short/Sweat Pants – All players should have a pair of
comfortable sneakers. This may seem obvious, but you should make
sure to remind parents what the players should wear to practice.
Cones – For most of your drills, you will need cones to section off an
area of the court or to set up obstacles, etc. for your team. Depending
on the number of players you have, 8-10 cones should be efficient.
Whistle – It’s easier, and less taxing on your voice, to get your team’s
attention by blowing a whistle.

Tips Regarding Team Equipment:
Tip #1 – DO AN EQUIPMENT INVENTORY BEFORE & AFTER
EVERY PRACTICE/GAME. Things tend to “Walk Away” and get
lost during the season.

4. League Rules – Each league has various rules and regulations. While Youth or
Biddy Basketball is the first step in basketball, many of the standard/typical rules
of basketball may not apply. In many youth basketball leagues (especially the
leagues for beginner/first time players), the following rules may apply:
• The basket may be lower than that of a regulation basket.
• Coaches are allowed on the court to assist and instruct players.
• There may be limited stops in play (i.e. there are limited
fouls/violations called).
• For an instructional league, there may not even be official games
between teams.
Prior to the start of the season, find out what rules your league will be following.

Contact Team Members & Parents

Contact your team members as soon as possible, even if you do not have all the information
regarding the upcoming season yet. For many 5-8 year olds, basketball may be the most
important thing on their minds, they can be very anxious!
Give the parents your contact information. This information should consist of:
Name
Phone Number
Cell Phone
Email Address
Date, Time and Location of First Practice or Team Meeting
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Explain to the parents what equipment a player will need for the upcoming season (such as their
own basketball, sneakers, athletic shorts/sweat pants).

Tip on Team Contacting: Email is a great way to quickly and

easily contact your entire team. Attempt to utilize email as much as
possible!

Confirm all player information

The League should provide you with your team roster information. At a minimum this
information should consist of:
Players Name
Parent(s)/Guardian(s) Name
Address
Contact Phone numbers (Home, Work, Mobile)
Emergency Contact Number
Email address
Health Issues (i.e. allergies, asthma, etc.)
Make sure that ALL PLAYER INFORMATION is complete and correct by confirming it
with a player’s parents. The last thing you want, is to need to contact a parent in an emergency
situation and have the wrong phone number!
If possible, try to have a team meeting with your players and parents prior to your first practice.
This will give you time to discuss your Team goals for the year and handle any administrative
matters. However, with busy schedules, this meeting may not be feasible, in that case set aside
the first 10 minutes of the first practice to go over these issues.

Organize all your Information

After you have gathered all the information you will need for your season, you’ll notice that you
have quite a bundle! Much of this information you will need to bring with you for each practice
and game (i.e. player emergency contact info, etc.) We suggest that you put all your information
in a 3 ring binder. This makes access easy and important information readily available. You
should also have plastic page protectors to protect your information from the rain.
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5.

Dealing with Players

Communications

The most important and most difficult task you as a coach will face is effectively conveying your
message to your players. When talking to your players, remember that they are young. You
need to talk down to their level.
When explaining a drill or concept, do not get too technical. Yes, you must teach the basics, but
do it in a way so that THEY can understand.
If you explain a drill 3 times to your team, and they don’t understand it; guess what!? YOU are
explaining it wrong!

Learning Curves & Differing Abilities

You will quickly notice that some players are more coordinated than others. Also, your players
will grasp concepts and learn at different paces. This is one of the challenges of coaching
younger children. You don’t want to “lose” any child that may not be grasping the subject;
however, you must also avoid “boring” the other players that quickly master a drill.
Spend a little extra time with the players that may be learning slower than the others. After
practice, give these players some additional “homework” to do before your next practice/game.
Speak to these players on a one-on-one basis, in a very discrete manner (be careful not to make it
look as though you are singling out these players).
For the players that are excelling faster than the others, add some “twist” or complexity to a drill
that the rest of the team is performing.

Keep Them Moving Will Keep Their Attention

All children, especially young children have short attention spans. That’s what makes them
children! It is your job to keep them focused and interested in what’s going on. Keeping a 5
year olds’ attention may be the most difficult thing you encounter in coaching.
The best way to keep the players focused, is to have constant movement and change. As stated
earlier in this book, every player should have his/her own ball. Therefore, every player can
perform the drills at the same time. That will cut down on the amount of time a player is
standing around and watching the other players go through the activity. The time that a player is
not engaged in activity is the time you will “lose them”. Also, to keep everything new and
exciting, each drill should last no more than 5-10 minutes. Gauge your team’s attention span and
adjust the length of each drill accordingly.
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“The Complement Sandwich”

Under NO circumstances should you ever criticize a player. For many young Basketball players
this may be their first experience with any organized sport, let alone Basketball. At this age
children have very fragile egos. While what you may feel is correcting a player, the child may
feel as criticism. Always focus on the positive.
When correcting a player, we recommend the “Complement Sandwich”. In the Complement
Sandwich, start out by Praising/Complementing on what the player did correctly, and then
explain what they may have done wrong or where they could improve. Once you have done this,
always finish with a positive complimentary statement. No one, especially a young Basketball
player, needs to constantly hear negative criticism.

Problem Players – YOU ARE NOT A BABYSITTER

Dealing with problem players can be quite difficult, you need to get a handle on this situation
quickly. Coaching a bunch of young Basketball players is difficult enough when everyone is
cooperating, throw in a few behavioral problems and the season can deteriorate quickly. In a
behavioral problem situation, take a look at the situation, analyze what may be causing the
problem and attempt to address it accordingly and as quickly as possible.
• If there are a few players who seem to fool around during practice drills, separate these
players and put them in separate groups.
• If one player seems to be disruptive because he or she is bored, attempt to keep their
attention by talking to them throughout practice.
• If a behavioral problem persists, sit the player down for a “time-out” for a few minutes.
Once they see all the other players, who behave, enjoying themselves, they will want to
join along.
• If all else fails, speak with the child’s parent on a one-one basis, asking for their help in
addressing the problem.
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6.

Dealing with Parents

Get as Many Volunteers as You Can (You will Need Them)

Coaching should be looked upon as a team effort. Running a team of ten to twelve 5-8 year olds
is quite a bit of work. You will need some help! Hopefully, your league will assign at least one
assistant coach to you. At the first practice seek out other “assistant coaches” (players’ parents).
You will need a few volunteers for each practice (the volunteers can be different for each
practice). Before every practice, give a detailed explanation to all the assistant coaches. Go over
what drills the team will be doing and what you need them (the coaches) to do.

Explain your goals for the year

Before the season, meet with your players’ parents to explain the goals you have for the team for
the upcoming season. At this level your team goals should be:
• To have fun
• To learn the basic fundamentals of the game of Basketball
• To show improvement from one practice to the next
If a parent has goals that differ from yours, have a conversation with them and address any issues
as soon as possible.

Suggestions/Constructive Criticism

Be willing to accept suggestions and constructive criticism from parents during the year. Parents
may have an “outside” view of how things are going and their input can be valuable.
For the overbearing parent that seems to have a problem/suggestion with everything you try to
do; have them volunteer as an assistant coach (“Putting their money where their mouth is”). In
most cases, the parent will see that some things are easier said than done. Having the parent
make a commitment to the running of the team may quiet them down and may help instead of
hurt the coaching process.

The Over-Critical Parent

There is nothing that will discourage a child more than criticism, especially from his or her own
parent. Remember, at this level, your SECOND goal should be to teach the players a few
basketball skills. The FIRST and most important goal for the season is to HAVE FUN!! You
want the players to grow to love the game and come back next season. Hopefully at this
beginner level, you will not have to deal with parents who are over critical with their children.
As previously mentioned, at the start of the season explain to the parents what your goals are for
the team. Your team goals and the parents’ goals should be very similar. If a parent has
different goals than yours (“I want my son to score 10 points and have 8 rebounds in every game
this year!”) they need to be discussed and addressed at the beginning of the season.
If a problem with a parent persists, discreetly take the parent aside, and once again explain your
coaching philosophy to them. Explain that their criticisms are a distraction to not only their
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child, but to the entire team. Another tactic is to move the child to the opposite side of the court,
away from the parent; and away from the comments.
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7.

Fundamentals For Youth Basketball

For many young basketball players, this may be their first experience with basketball. For such
young players, you will not be able to teach them all the concepts of basketball. Your goal
should be to teach your players the basic concepts of the game. Below is a list of the basic
concepts you should try to teach your players:

Dribbling

A player can only move with the ball if he/she is dribbling the ball. While this may seem like the
most basic and easiest concept to you, you must remember that it is a natural reaction for a
young player to want to “run” with the ball. You need to instill this “dribbling” concept in your
players through constant reminders.
When dribbling the basketball, it is important that your players learn good dribbling
fundamentals. A player should dribble the ball with their fingertips, not by slapping the ball
with their palms. A player should also, be an athletic position, knees slightly bent and not be
standing straight up/stiff. The players should also dribble with their head up. When dribbling
the ball, a player will be using their wrist and forearm. The ball should hit the floor and come
back as high as the player’s hip/stomach. Young players have a tendency of letting the ball get
as high as their shoulders (this is too high and needs to be avoided). As a player gets
comfortable with dribbling the basketball, you will need to emphasize that they dribble with their
heads up. It is also important for a player to be able to dribble with both hands. When you
conduct your drills, make sure that your players are developing the proper dribbling techniques
with BOTH hands.

Passing

Passing is one of the most basic, fundamental and important skills in basketball. There are 4
basic passes in basketball:
•

The Chest Pass – The chest pass is thrown from the player’s chest. The player grips
the ball with both hands on each side of the ball, with thumbs on the back of the ball.
The player then brings the ball into their chest, and then steps toward their passing
target. Lastly the player rapidly extends their arms toward the target, releasing the
ball and snapping their wrists forward.
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•

The Bounce Pass – The bounce pass is thrown very much like the chest pass. The
player grips the ball with both hands on each side of the ball, with thumbs on the back
of the ball. The player then steps toward their passing target and bounces the ball to
the intended receiver. The bounce should take place about half way between the
passer and receiver. Players will need to work on this pass so that they do not pass it
too hard (the ball will then bounce too high) or too softly (the pass will not reach its
target).
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•

The Over Head Pass – For this type of pass, the player holds the ball over their head.
The player grips the ball with both hands on each side of the ball, with thumbs on the
back of the ball. The player then steps toward their passing target and rapidly
extends their arms toward the target, releasing the ball and snapping their wrists
forward.

•

The Baseball/Football Pass – This pass is used for far throws and thrown with one
hand. The pass is thrown much like a baseball or football is thrown.

The Proper Way to Shoot a Basketball

Shooting a basketball can be very difficult for young players. The best way to become a good
shooter is to Practice, Practice, Practice (after the player is taught the proper fundamentals of
shooting). Many young players will not have the strength to properly hold and shoot a ball in the
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hoop. Some players will want to “throw” the ball at the hoop in a baseball like motion. No
matter the size or strength of the player, it is best to teach young players the proper shooting
technique so that they can build upon these fundamentals as they get older and do not develop
any bad habits that they need to “unlearn” later.
The player should have his/her feet shoulder width apart, with the player’s weight on the balls of
their feet, not on the heels. Balance is one of the keys to successfully shooting a basketball. The
player’s body and shoulders should be square with the basket (facing the basket). As mentioned
before, a player’s lack of upper body strength can be a great hindrance in shooting. Therefore,
the player’s knees should be bent so that the player will be using both their upper and lower body
strength to shoot the ball.

When holding the ball, the player should use both hands. However, only the player’s shooting
hand (right hand for a right-handed player, left hand for a left-handed player) will actually propel
the ball toward the basket. The player should not shoot the ball with two hands. The player’s
shooting hand should serve as the "launching pad" and should be underneath the ball with the
player’s wrist cocked back (see diagram). The player’s elbow should be bent approximately 90
degrees with the entire arm resembling the letter "L". The elbow should also be underneath the
ball and not out to a side. Your other hand, the non-shooting hand will serve as a "guide hand"
helps support the ball. This “guide hand”, should not enter into the actual shooting of the ball
and come off the ball just before the player releases the ball to shoot. When shooting the ball,
the player should use his/her finger tips, not palms, to hold and release the ball. The player
should also develop the habit of following through with their shooting hand; wrist should be
bent in the opposite direction as the starting position and should be facing the direction of the
basket.
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For older players, at the start of the shooting process, the ball is held in front of their head/face.
Younger players with less strength, can start the shooting motion at their chest or as low as their
waist.

Proper Defensive Stance

Good fundamental defense starts with a good defensive stance. In a good defensive stance, the
player starts with their legs slightly more then shoulder width apart and with their knees slightly
bent. The player should be on the balls of their feet (not flat footed). Both hands/arms should be
up ready to intercept a pass or block a shot.

Rebounding/Boxing Out

Rounding is when a player is able to obtain the ball after a missed shot. A rebound can be
obtained by the defense or the offense and is a very important part of the game.
Players must learn how to put themselves in the proper positioning so that they and not their
opponent get the rebound. Putting yourself in an advantageous position, while taking your
opponent out of position is called “boxing out”. Once a shot is taken (or about to be taken) an
opponent is boxed-out by:
• Locating the opponent
• Placing your body between your opponent’s body and the basket
• Make contact with your opponent while you then face the basket
• Using your hips, push the opponent backwards away from the basket and out of
position
• Jump and get the rebound
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Basketball Positions

When asking a new player to “go play Forward” nine times out of ten the player will look at you
with a blank, confused stare. For the first few practices you may need to walk your players to
the proper area of the court.

Guard

The Guards, there are two, are the players that usually dribble the ball up the court and
set up the offense. Players in these positions should be your best dribblers, passers and
outside shooters. The Guards set up around the perimeter of the key. The Guard position
is further specialized by having a “Point Guard” who is responsible for dribbling the ball
up court and a “Shooting Guard” who is usually the team’s best outside shooter.

Forward

There are two Forward positions. The Forwards are usually the next tallest players,
outside of the Center, on the court and the best all around players. The Forwards must be
able to rebound, shoot close to the basket as well as have the ability to shoot from the
outside corner. Forwards must also have the ability to dribble the ball. The playing area
for the Forwards, are usually from the low post area to the corner/baseline of the court.

Center

The Center sets up in the middle of the key or in the “paint”, from the High Post area to
the Low Post area. Usually your Center will be the tallest player on the court. On
offense, your Center will attempt to post-up (in the high or low post area) and receive a
pass close to the basket. On defense, the Center is responsible for making sure the other
team does not get any easy baskets close to the hoop. The Center must properly position
themselves to get rebounds (offensive and defensive).
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Offense

Scoring points, especially for younger players, can be a very difficult task. Don’t be discouraged
or surprised if your team does not score many points. Use the tips below to help get your offense
in gear:
Movement, Movement, Movement – Many young players have a tendency to stand around and
watch the action; especially if they do not have the ball. With young players, it is common to see
1 player running around with the ball, and the other 4 players standing around like statues.
Players need to constantly be moving so that the free themselves from the defense to get a pass
or open shot. It is important that you instill the “Move without the ball” concept. Players should
set picks/screens for each other. The players in one low post position can switch and go to the
opposite low post area, players can move up and down the lane, players in the low post can jump
out to the corner, etc. Remember motion, motion, motion.
Avoid Bunching up – If 2 offensive players are standing right next to each other, they can be
guarded by only 1 defender. Have your team spread out, but not too much, 10-12 feet apart from
each other should be fine. Depending on the age of your team, you will have to have all your
players close enough to the basket so that they can either shot or dribble to the basket.
Set Picks/Screens - Setting a good pick or screen is a very important part of the game of
basketball. Setting a good pick will be the starting point for most offensive plays. A pick or
screen is when an offensive player attempts to block, or "screen", a defensive player away from
the man he is guarding. This would then free that offensive player for an uncontested shot or
pass.
Steps to Setting a Pick/Screen
• The player setting the pick must make contact with the defender that he/she is
trying to screen. If you do not make contact, and get up tight, the defender will
simply slide around you. Be sure the players setting the screen does not to make
too much contact and foul the defender.
• The player setting the pick must maintain a good screening stance. Feet should be
apart and stationary, arms up close to chest to protect themselves. It is very
important that the person setting the pick be stationary. It is illegal, a “moving
pick violation”, for a screener to be moving while setting the pick.
• The pick/screen needs to be set in the proper location or angle. The screener
needs to be in the proper position so the defender can not get around the screener
to maintain guarding the other offensive player.
• The offensive player waiting for the pick must wait until the screener fully
executes the pick. If the offensive player reacts too early, the defender will easily
get around the pick or call for defensive support.
Fast Break
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Many of your offensive points will come from fast breaks. The key to a successful fast break is
having all your players know their roles and to stay in their lanes (not to bunch up in the same
area of the court). The most important step in the fast break is the rebound. If your team does
not rebound the ball, the fast break does not exist. Once the ball is rebounded, the point guard
(your best ball handler) must run to the sideline closest to the rebounder and get the outlet pass
from the rebounder. The ball handler then dribbles up court toward the middle with the rest of
the team (whom have already begun to race toward the other basket) staying in their lanes
awaiting a pass for the easy layup.

Defense

There are numerous defensive formations you can use in youth basketball. There are a number
of factors that will determine what the proper defense should be for your team:
• The game situation
• Your team’s speed
• Your team’s height
• The experience level of your team
• Your own personal preference
Defenses can be categorized into 2 basic groups; Man-to-Man Defense and Zone Defenses.
In Man-to-Man defense, each player is assigned one player on the opposing team to guard. It is
the player’s responsibility to guard (deny the player from getting the ball, get between the player
and the basket, etc.) his/her assigned player when on defense. Man-to-Man defense is
considered more of an aggressive defense.
Since your players will need to chase their opponent around the court, a Man-to-Man defense is
best used if the players on your team have above average speed. Also as previously mentioned,
Man-to-Man defense is considered more of an aggressive defense. If your players are somewhat
timid on defense, you should probably not use the Man-to-Man defense. From an experience
stand point, Man-to-Man defense is more complicated than a Zone defense. If one player cannot
guard his/her opponent, your defense can collapse, leaving your opponent with many easy
scoring opportunities. If your team has experience playing basketball, you may want to try using
a Man-to-Man defense. If your players are new to the game, it’s easier to use a Zone defense.
In Zone defense, each player is assigned a “zone” to guard. It is important that players adhere to
the zone and not wander too far away. The most basic Zone defense is the 2-1-2 defense. In the
2-1-2 defense, you will have 2 Guards located at the top of the key, 1 Center in the center of the
key and 2 Forwards down at the lower end of the court. Another common defense is the 1-3-1.
If your team is of below average speed, the best defense to use is a Zone defense. With a Zone
defense, your players will not have to chase an opponent all over the court (where a slow player
can be taken advantage of by a faster opponent). Also, if your team has above average height,
you will want to take advantage of this situation by having your tallest player(s) closer to the
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basket so they can get rebounds and block shots. Therefore, a Zone defense is probably good to
use if you have tall players. From an experience stand point Zone defense offers more help for
less experienced players. Those players that have better skills can help out those who are having
trouble on defense.
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The Rules of Basketball
Before the season begins, you should make sure you understand the rules for your league. Each
league may have different rules it plays by (length of game, court size, penalties, etc.); these
rules will most likely be a variation of the rules of high school Basketball. Also, many leagues
have different rules for each age group. Below are some basic Basketball rules:

Number of Players

There are 5 players per side, a total of 10 players on the court.

Starting the Game

Before the game, it is decided at which basket each team will be shooting at for the first
half of the game (the teams switch for the second half). The game starts with a jump ball
at the center of court. Two players (usually the Centers or tallest players on the team)
stand in the center circle (see Court Diagram) while the referee tosses the ball in the air.
Both players then jump, attempting to tap the ball to one of their teammates.

After a Score

After a basket is scored, a player from the other team (the non-scoring team) must
inbound the ball from the baseline where the basket was scored.

Common Violations / Fouls
Offense
•

•
•
•

•

Traveling – Occurs when a player with the ball runs/moves with the ball without
dribbling. If a player is not dribbling, he/she is allowed to move only one foot (to
pivot), keeping one foot stationary.
Double Dribble – A double dribble occurs when a player stops dribbling and then
restarts to dribble. A double dribble also occurs when a player dribbles the ball using
both hands at the same time.
Carrying/Palming – Occurs when the player dribbling the ball either dribbles the
ball too high (over their shoulder) or if the player while dribbling allows the ball to
rest and stay in their palm.
3-Second Lane Violation – No offensive player can stay in the key for more than 3
seconds. Players can move in and out of the key, however they are limited to
spending no more than 3 seconds in key before they must move out of the key. There
is no 3 second rule for the defensive players.
Charging – Is an offensive foul that occurs when a player on offense makes illegal
contact with a defensive player. Common types of illegal contact are: pushing and
running into (or running over) another player.
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•

Defense
•

•
•

Illegal Pick – When setting a pick, the player setting the pick must be stationary, and
can not be moving.

Reaching in – Defensive player, while trying to get the ball, strikes or bumps into the
player with the ball.
Blocking Foul – While the offensive player is shooting, the defensive player strikes,
bumps or makes some sort of illegal contact with the offensive player.
Over the Top/Back – This foul usually occurs during rebounding. When one player
reaches over the back of another player to get the ball.

Other Fouls
•

•
•

Flagrant Foul – A foul that is very aggressive in nature. Pushing, tripping, kneeing,
etc.
Intentional Foul – A foul that occurs when the player in question does not make an
attempt at going for the ball.
Technical Foul – This type of foul can be committed by a player or a coach. This
foul involves some sort of bad sportsmanship (profanity, yelling at the referees, etc.)

Free Throws / Foul Shots

If a player on offense is fouled while shooting the ball, that player is awarded 2 free throws (or 3
free throws if the player is fouled while shooting a 3 point shot). The player is only awarded 1
free throw if shot (that they were fouled on) goes in the basket.
If a player on offense is fouled while NOT shooting the ball, the ball is given to the offense on
the sideline or end-line (whichever is closer) to be in-bounded. However, if the previous
scenario occurs and the defensive team has a total of 7 or more team fouls, the offensive player is
allowed a “one-and-one” free throw opportunity. That is, the offensive player gets one free
throw and if they make it, are awarded another free throw. If they miss the first free throw
attempt, the ball is live and can be rebounded by either team.
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8.

The Effective Practice

At this young age, players have extremely short attention spans and tend to get bored easy. You
need to have a well designed practice plan that will keep them active & moving throughout the
entire practice. You want to avoid having players standing/wandering around waiting for
something to do. Once one drill ends, you need to be ready to quickly move on to the next drill.
Also, you need to keep in mind that trying to introduce technical aspects such as dribbling,
passing, shooting and defense in a “conventional” manner will not work! You will need to
tailor your practice to the age of your audience.
Practice Tip: While an effective practice plan is important, some drills just may
not work with your team. The drills may be too hard, too easy, or too boring for
your team. Each team is different. That is why it is important when planning a
practice, to have a few extra drills ready to be used as a substitution of a drill
that’s just not working. Don’t try to fit a square peg in a round hole!
As previously mentioned, the best way to keep the players focused is constant movement and
change. For most of the practice you should have all the players performing the drill at the same
time. This will cut down on the amount of time a player is only watching other players go
through the activity. The time that a player is not engaged in activity is the time you will “lose
them”.
As far as length of time goes, each drill should be done for no more than 5-10 minutes at a time.
After that time, you should switch to a new drill and have your team run to another section of the
court to begin the new drill. We have discovered that this simple “change in environment”
(running to another section of the court) helps keep things different/new and helps eliminate
player boredom. Survey your team’s attention span and adjust the length of each drill
accordingly.

Practice Goals

You need to establish goals for each practice. At the start of each practice, these goals should be
shared with the assistant coaches, parents and most of all the players. Don’t overwhelm your
players with a large number of goals for each practice. Even if you want to accomplish many
things in practice, only designate a few as “practice goals”. Remember, for many players this
may be their first experience with Basketball. You need to learn to crawl before you can walk.
Examples of Practice Goals
“Dribble the ball around the cones, while maintaining control”
“Knowing how to properly hold the ball when shooting”
“Know how to “box-out” an opponent when attempting to rebound”
The one goal that should be consistent for each and every practice is:
TO HAVE FUN!!
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Practice Components

Practices should have 3-4 basic components that should remain consistent throughout the season.
While the practice components should remain consistent, the practice drills should vary so that
the players do not become bored.
Examples of actual practice drills are provided later in this manual.

Pre-Practice Talk – Before you start each practice, you need to tell your players what you

will be doing in the practice. Quickly tell them what drills they will be doing (and in what
order), what is expected from the players, and what the goals are for the practice. It’s a good
idea to have the parents listen in to the Pre-Practice Talk so that they know what will be going
on.

Warm-up & Stretching – It’s very important to have a short 5-minute warm-up before

you get into the heart of your practice. The warm-up should consist of stretching and light cardio
exercises. Stretching will help loosen tight muscles and help prevent muscle injuries.

FUNdamental Skill Drills – In this portion of practice you will teach your players the
fundamental skills needed to play basketball. These drills can consist of:
• Ball Handling (Dribbling) Drills
• Passing Drills
• Shooting Drills
• Rebounding Drills
• Defensive Drills
• Coordination Drills

It is a good idea to have all your players involved with drills at the same time. That eliminates a
players waiting time.

Game Situation Drills - Many coaches will say that “The only way you learn the game

is by playing the game” This may in fact be correct for older children, but for first time players,
even the basketball basics may be a challenge. Think of Game Situation Drills as small,
manageable portions of games that will concentrate on the development of 2-3 core skills.
Again, remember to try to keep all the players active during the drills. Lulls in the action and
standing around waiting will quickly bore a young child.

Practice Games/Scrimmages – Practicing fundamentals and station drills all the time

may grow tiresome to young players. After a while, they will want to play a “real game.” If
another team is not available, simply divide your players into two groups and scrimmage
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amongst yourselves. Observe all the rules your team will face in a league game. However, in
these practice games/scrimmages, frequently stop the action to provide the team with tips and
additional instruction.

Post Practice Talk – Just as the “Pre-Practice Talk” it’s important to have a “Post-Practice
Talk” as well. In this short conversation you want to cover the following:
• Go over what the team has accomplished in this session, reinforcing the
important key concepts.
• Strongly compliment the team, tell them how well they have performed.
• Also, remind parents of the next practice or game. Although all parents
should have schedules by now, it will not hurt to remind them what’s coming
up next.

Breaks – You should have frequent water breaks during practice.

For young players, it’s a
good practice to have a water break every 15-20 minutes. If you divide your practice into four
quarters/parts, you should take a break after every “quarter”.
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9.

Basketball Drills & Games

When explaining basketball fundamentals, do not get too technical with younger children. Yes,
you must teach the basics, but do it in a way so that THEY can understand. If you explain a drill
3 times to your team, and they don’t understand it; guess what!? YOU are explaining it wrong!
We cannot over-emphasize the need for clear communication with your players. DO NOT
assume they know what you are talking about. Clearly explain what the players will be doing
before each drill. Ask them if they understand. You may want to ask them to repeat what you
just said. Look into their eyes as you’re explaining the drill. If they have the “fogged over” look
on their faces, they didn’t get it! Explain it again and ask if they have any questions.
Communication Tip: Use language/phrases your team will understand.

Warm-up Drills & Stretching

It is extremely important that players stretch before practice. By warming up and stretching
before practicing, a player is less likely to pull a muscle. While most young children may seem
naturally flexible, it is still important that time is spent before practice stretching.

Basic Calisthenics

For young players, basic calisthenics can be limited to most basic exercises. You can start with:
• A few sets of Jumping Jacks
• A few push-ups (not too many)
• A light jog around the court

Basic Stretching
Hurdler Stretch

In this stretch the players start from a seated position extending one leg forward while having the
other leg back (see photos). The players then lean forward, attempting to touch their foot of the
leg which is forward. After a few seconds, the players should switch legs and stretch the other
leg. The players need to keep the leg which is forward, straight and not bend the knee.
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Leg Straddle
For this stretch, the legs start slightly more than shoulder length apart. The players should start
by attempting to touch the ground with their hands. On the coach’s command, the players then
attempt to touch their right foot with both hands. Then, once again on the coach’s command,
players should switch and attempt to touch their left foot with both hands. The players should
then attempt to move their legs further apart and repeat the above actions. Remember to have the
players keep their legs straight and not bend their knees.

Coordination & Conditioning Drills
Circle Basketball Around Waist

Players stand facing coach, while holding their basketball with both hands, waist high.
On the coach’s command, the player circles the basketball around their waist. After a
few times, have the players stop and then circle the ball in the opposite direction. This
drill may seem very easy, but you will be surprised how difficult yet fun it is for small
players.

Box Run Relay

For this drill, divide your team into equal teams. On the coach’s command the first
player from each team will shuffle down the baseline. Once they reach the corner of the
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court, the players will then back pedal to half court. At half court the players will then
shuffle to the jump ball circle. Once they reach the jump ball circle, the players will
sprint back to the starting line, tagging the next player who then continues the relay.

Spring Past the Pack Run

In this drill, have your entire team form a straight line around the outside of the court.
The team is to jog around the exterior of the court. On the coach’s command the player
at the end of the line should sprint to the front of the line (passing the other players). At
each command the new player at the end of the line sprints to the front. This continues
until all players have had an opportunity to be the last in line (and sprint to the front).
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Ball Handling / Dribbling Drills
Righty – Lefty Drill

All the players can do this drill at the same time (if you have enough basketballs). For
this drill, have the entire team line up at one end of the court. On the coach’s command
the players are to dribble to half court with their Right Hands. Once the players pass half
court they should switch hands and dribble the rest of the way with their Left Hand.

Dribbling Around Cones

This is a simple drill that helps develop ball control and coordination. Divide your team
into 2-3 groups. Each group lines up in a straight line. Setup cones every 5 yards (3-4
cones per group should be fine for this age group). Then on the coach’s command, have
the players dribble around the cones. Variations of this drill: have the player shoot at the
basket when they pass the last cone, or make the game into a relay race, the first team to
finish dribbling through the cones, shoot and then sit in a straight line win the game.
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Dribble Around Defenders Drill

For this drill, have a number of players (depending on your area and the spacing you
want between the defenders) line up straight down the middle of the court. These players
will be the defenders. The defenders can not move their feet, but can move their hands
and lean for the ball. The defenders should have their hands up at all times. The ball
handlers will dribble the ball between the defenders in a weaving like pattern. The goal
is for the ball handler to successfully get to the other side of the court without losing
control of the ball or having the ball touched by the defense.
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Passing & Receiving Drills
Partner Pass

Have the players pair up with a partner. The pairs should line up approximately 3-5 feet
apart from each other (depending on skill level). Facing each other, the pair should pass
the basketball to each other. Start with the chest pass then move onto the bounce pass.
Emphasize good passing fundamentals.

Monkey in the Middle Drill

This game will help your players develop passing skills. Have your players form a circle.
Place one player in the middle of the circle. The object of the game is for the players
situated around the circle to pass the ball to each other (they can pass the ball to any other
player in the circle). The object of the game is for the person in the middle to intercept a
pass and take control of the ball. Once the player in the middle steals the ball, choose a
new player to go into the middle.

Passing Relay Race

Divide your team into 2 – 3 even groups. The teams line up in a straight line down the
court from one base line to the next. At the coach’s command the first player passes the
ball to the second player and so on until they reach the last player. The last player then
passes it back to the player next to him/her until the ball reaches the person who started
the drill. The first team that completes all their passes wins. All types of passes (chest,
bounce, overhead) can be utilized in this drill.
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Shooting Drills
Dribble Down and Shoot Drill (Jump Shot)

For this drill, divide your team into 2 groups. Each group lines up in a straight line at
half court and the first person in each group has a ball. At the coach’s command, the first
person in each group dribbles down court toward the basket then stops at the cone and
shoots a jump shot. After making the shot (or after 2 attempts at making a shot) the
players rebound their basketball and dribble back to half court, passing the ball to the
next person in line. The next players in line then repeat the drill, until all have had a turn.
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Around the World

For this drill, each player must make a number of shots at various locations around the
key (the skill level of your players will determine the distance the players are from the
key). Players start from location #1 and when they make the shot go to location # 2.
Players continue around the key (or Around the World) until they finish at location #11.

PIG, HORSE, ELEPHANT (or any other animal)
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For this drill, break your team into a number of groups (so that each group has its own
basket). One player from the group starts the game. That player calls out a shot they will
be attempting (i.e. foul shot). If that player makes the shot, all the other players in the
group must attempt that same shot. If a player misses the shot, that player receives a
letter (P if playing PIG, H if playing HORSE). A player is out of the game if they receive
all the letters of the animal. If the player calling the shot misses the original shot, it
becomes the next player in the group’s turn to call out a shot.

Rebounding Drills
Box Out Drill

This drill should be started without using the basketball. For this drill there are 5
defenders and 5 offensive players. The players on defense start off by “guarding” the
players on offense. The players on offense move around the court. When the coach
shouts “Shot”, the players on defense must find the player that they are guarding and box
that player out, putting them in good position to rebound the ball. The offense should
attempt to not be boxed-out and be in a position to rebound the ball. After a few
practices have the teams switch places (defense is now offense). As the players get
comfortable with the fundamentals of boxing out, the coach should then begin to shoot a
basketball and have the players actually get the rebound.

Foul Shot Box out Drill

For this drill, your team will be practicing the proper way to box out during a foul shot.
Break your team into groups of five. One group will be on offense with a shooter on the
foul line. The other group will be on defense. All the players, except for the player
shooting on the foul line are to line up in the proper spots for a foul shot. Two of the
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players on defense get the closest positions to the basket. The next two spots belong to
the offensive players. The order continues in this fashion until all spaces or all players
are occupied. The foul shooter will shoot the ball and all the players must attempt to get
into the best position to rebound the ball. Whoever rebounds the ball becomes the next
shooter and whatever team that person was on now is on offense and occupies the
offensive area around the key.
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Defensive Drills
Trap Drill

For this drill, divide your team into groups of 3. One player will have a basketball and be
on offense and two players will be on defense. The player on offense will attempt to
dribble the ball past the two defenders, while the two defenders attempt to trap the
offensive player causing the player on offense to stop dribbling or lose control of the ball.

Defense Shuffle

This drill will help teach your players how to maintain the proper defensive stance and
how to properly move from one part of the court to the other. Divide your team into 2
groups. Each group starts a corner of the court. The first players from each group
assume a good defensive stance (feet slightly more than shoulder length apart, knees
bent, back straight, arms up and out). On the coach’s command the players start to
shuffle their feet (do not cross feet) from the corner to the foul line, to the 5 second line,
to half court, to the opposite 5 second line, to the opposite foul line, to the far corner of
the court and then sprint to the back of the starting line.
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2 on 2 Deny Defense

The goal of this drill is for the players on defense to learn how to keep their body
between the offensive player and the basket. Set up a designated area. One pair of
players is on offense, while the other pair is on defense. The goal of the offense is to
move the ball over a designated “goal line” approximately 10-20 feet down court through
passing and dribbling the ball. The object of the defense is to position themselves
between the offensive player and the “goal line” as well as to position themselves to deny
passes between the offensive players. Award 1 point if the offense cannot move the ball
to the “goal line” under a certain time period (10-20 seconds). Award 2 points if the
defense steals the ball or intercepts a pass. This game can also be done 3 vs. 3 or 4 vs. 4
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Other Basketball Drills
Fast Break Outlet Drill

This drill helps teach your team the proper fundamentals of the fast break. This drill
starts at the opposite basket, where the coach will simulate a shot by the opponent.
Player #5 gets the rebound, and Player #1 (your best ball handler) races to the closest
corner of the court ready for the outlet pass. Player #5 throws an outlet pass to Player#1
and then Player #5 proceeds to run down the sideline. After receiving the outlet pass,
Player #1 dribbles the ball up court toward the middle of the court. In the meanwhile,
immediately after the rebound, Players # 3, 4, and 2 break down court staying in their
lanes. Player #3 runs straight down court, Player #4 runs down the opposite sideline than
that of Player #5 and Player #2 runs down in the inner lane of the court (see diagram).
This drill may seem complicated, but it does not have to work exactly as planned.
However, your goal should be that the team knows to run immediately after the rebound,
stay in their lanes and not bunch up. You will be amazed at all the easy baskets you can
get off the fast break.

Pick/Screen Setting Drill

By properly setting picks, your team will be able to free up a player to easily receive a
pass, take an unobstructed shot, or dribble uncontested to the basket for an easy score. In
this drill, divide your team into groups of three. Two players will be on offense and one
player will be on defense. This drill should be done with and without the ball; however
it’s best not to use a ball when first introducing this drill. The player on defense is to
guard one of the players on offense. The player not being guarded is the person to set the
pick. He or she will set the pick by moving close to the defender and blocking their path
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so that the other offensive player can run by and get free of the defender. Note: You
must explain to the player setting the pick that he/she can not move when setting the pick
(once they engage the defender). The player’s feet must be stationary. Moving while
setting a pick is a violation. Have your players practice setting picks in all areas of the
court, especially down low toward the basket. Once your team is comfortable with the
fundamentals for setting picks, give each group a ball. Have the team practice dribbling
toward the open area, or toward the basket for an easy score.
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10. Game Time

Well, you have practiced the drills with your team and now it’s time to put your skills to the test.
GAME TIME! Some basketball leagues will have regular scheduled games and some will not.
If your league does not have games for your age group, you can scrimmage amongst yourselves.
Divide your team in half and play a mini-game.

Have a Game Plan

No matter the level that you’re coaching, you should always have a game plan. For younger
players, your game plan should be quite simple, while for older teams, you may have a more
complex and comprehensive plan.

Substitutions

Many leagues have a policy where all players must play at least half the game. You want to
make sure that every child gets a chance to play and enjoys themselves. The quickest way to
discourage a child from playing in the future is to have him/her sit on the bench for most of the
game. That being said, your challenge is to find the right combinations of players on the court at
all times. You don’t want to find yourself substituting in a new group of players only to realize
that you have no one who can dribble the ball up court. Also, you don’t want to have all your
more inexperienced players on the court at the same time. Before the game, list out the
combinations of players you will be using for your substitutions. Depending on the number of
players on your team, it may be easier to simply do block substitutions (5 players at a time) at the
halfway point of each quarter.
Opening Tip Off – The game starts with a “jump ball” at center court. You should have your
tallest player or highest jumper participate in the tip off. The player should attempt to tip the ball
to one of his/her teammates.
Offense – As previously mentioned you need be make sure that your have the proper player
combinations on the court at all times. For younger teams, many of your points will come off of
fast breaks. Remind your players to box out and get the rebound as well as stay in their lanes
during the fast break. If you find that you are not getting many fast break opportunities and are
running more of a half court offense, remind your players to set picks/screens for each other.
Inbounding the ball – After a score or when the ball goes out of bounds you will have to
inbound the ball. The best passer who is on the court should inbound the ball. You may face
times where the defense pressures the person in-bounding the ball or applies tough defense to the
players trying to receive the inbound pass. For these situations you need to have a play to free a
player so that they can receive the inbound pass. Once again, properly setting screens and picks
is the key to getting the ball into play.
For the inbound play diagramed below, start by having your best passer inbound the ball.
Players # 1-4 take their positions on the court as outlined below. The play starts by the player
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who is inbounding the ball, smacking the ball or yelling “Go!” so that all the players know to
start the play.
• Player #1 crosses the key and sets a pick on Player #2’s defender.
• Player #2 then runs around toward the inbounder. The pass should go to Player
#2 if he/she is open.
• Player #4 fakes a move toward the ball then runs down court toward the basket.
If Player #4 is open, the inbounder can try a long football pass to Player #4.
• Player #3 fakes running down court then cuts toward the ball. If Player #3 is
open, the inbound pass can go to him/her.

Defense – Defense wins games! Pick the proper defense that suits your team. While it is easier
to teach young players how to play good defense vs. how to play good offense, during the game
you will need to constantly remind your team to:
• Play aggressive defense
• Maintain the proper defensive stance
• Deny to pass inside the key
• Double team & Trap
If the defense you have selected for the game is not working, don’t be afraid to change.
However, don’t rush to change your defense too quickly. It may take time for your players to
settle down and get into a defensive rhythm.

Post Game Analysis

After the game, your job as coach is not done. You need to spend a few minutes analyzing what
happened during the game. What worked (plays, defenses, player combinations, etc)? What did
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not work? What fundamentals must you concentrate more heavily on during your next practice?
What adjustments must you make for the next game? These are all the questions you must
answer during your post game analysis. Get feedback from your assistant coaches. They can
give you their take of what went on and what areas the team needs to focus on.

Games & Sportsmanship

Remember, having fun should be the number one priority for your players. Players should not
ridicule teammates or opponents. As the coach you need to set the tone for good sportsmanship.
Compliment good plays for each team (yours and your opponent). At the conclusion of the
game, have your team line-up and shake hands with the other team.
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11. Team Safety
Inspect the Court

Before all practices and games, inspect the court. Make sure there are no hazards such as debris
or wet spots on the court. Most likely when a player falls during practice or a game, the area
where they have fallen will be wet from the player’s perspiration, take a few seconds to mop the
area so that another player does not slip.

BE AWARE OF THE BALLS!

It is important that players pay attention during practices and games. Getting hit in the head or
face with a basketball hurts! At a minimum, the players should know where the ball(s) are at all
times. Especially when using multiple balls in a drill. When a number of players are shooting at
once, the balls will ricochet off the backboard and rim. If a player is not ready, they can get hit.
All players must pay attention. This awareness will cut down on the situations where a player is
hit with a ball they have not seen.

“No Sitting on the court”

At this young age, many players get tired or bore easily. You will see that in the middle of the
action, many players just simply sit down or even lay down on the court. It can be very
dangerous if a player sits down on the court while the rest of the team is running around
dribbling and shooting basketballs. That is why one rule you should have for your players is that
no one is allowed to sit or lay down on the court. If a player is tired or bored tell them it is OK to
ask to go to the sideline for a rest, but not on the court.

First Aid

Many leagues offer a First Aid seminar for their coaches. It is important that you and your
assistant coaches attend this clinic. If your league does not offer a First Aid seminar, contact
your local hospital, many have free or inexpensive clinics available. The information gained
from these clinics will be of the utmost importance in the event of an injury.
Most leagues supply teams with first aid kits. If your league does not supply First Aid kits,
purchase a basic kit, it can be an invaluable piece of equipment. Most basic First Aid kits can be
purchased at a local pharmacy, department store or online for under $25.
Your First Aid kit should consist of:
• 3-4 Ice Packs
• Assortment of Band Aids
• Sterile
• Ace Bandages
• Splints
• Gauze
• Plastic Gloves
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The most important piece of equipment regarding First Aid is a Cell Phone. If there is a serious
injury on the court, precious time can be wasted searching for a phone to call an ambulance.
Parents of an injured child can be contacted quickly as well. A mobile phone can cut down on
the time between injury and help arriving.

Know of any Existing Player Conditions

As stated previously in this guide, it is extremely important for you as the coach to know of any
existing conditions your players may have. Does a player have Asthma or Epilepsy or any
Other Medical Condition? Does this condition require an inhaler or medication? If so, the
player’s parents should be at the court at all times with the inhaler or the player should have the
inhaler readily available. The children themselves should carry an inhaler with them
everywhere. Parents of children with asthma should know their child’s limits and know when to
stop an activity and have the child take a puff of medicine.
If you are playing outdoors you will need to know if a player is allergic to bee stings? For most
people, the venom from a bee or wasp sting causes little more than local swelling, pain, and
redness, which usually go away within several hours. Some people, however, are allergic to
elements in the venom and have more severe reactions, which can range from extended swelling
to potentially deadly anaphylactic shock.
For most stings, minimal treatment such as a cold compress or ice pack, is sufficient. If you have
multiple stings or a severe allergic reaction, you need medical help at once.
However, those allergic to bee stings can go into anaphylactic shock, the usual treatment is the
bronchodilator epinephrine injection. Again, the player’s parents should be at the court at all
times with the bee sting kit/injection readily available.
Disclaimer
The information contained in this guide is purely a source of information and can at no time
replace the expert eye of a qualified professional. We recommend seeking professional advice
before embarking on any form of self- treatment. The content provided in this guide is NOT
intended to be relied on for medical diagnosis or treatment. Never delay in seeking
professional advice because of something read in this guide.
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12. Conclusion

During the season, you will probably experience the whole spectrum of emotions from delight to
frustration. Remember: It’s only a game. The kids are there to have fun! If you have taught
them a thing or two, consider the season a success!

Top Ten Things to Remember when coaching

1. THE PLAYERS & COACHES SHOULD HAVE FUN!!!!
2. Be Organized
3. Have a Plan
4. Be Flexible Enough to change the Plan if it’s not working
5. Enlist the Help of other Parents
6. “The Complement Sandwich”
7. Keep the action moving
8. Break Down concepts/drills into small, manageable portions
9. Keep Your Sense of Humor
10.Keep Your Sanity – It’s only a Game!
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13. Practice Sample
Drill

Warm-up

1 Stretching

10 Minutes

Comments

•
•
•

Arms out – circle motion
Toe Touches
Leg Straddle
• Quad Stretch
Sprint
Past the Pack Drill
2
3 Box Run Drill
4 Circle Ball around Waist, Legs
WATER BREAK

10-15 Minutes

Dribbling
Drills

1 Righty – Lefty Drill
2 Dribble Around Cones Drill
WATER BREAK

Passing
Drills

10-15 Minutes
1 Partner Pass Drill
2 Monkey in the Middle
3 Passing Relay Drill
WATER BREAK

Shooting
Drills

10-15 Minutes

1 Dribble Down & Shoot Drill
2 Around the World

*For your next practice, substitute Rebounding and Defense Drills for 2 of the
above areas.
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Practice #

Drill

Warm-up

Date:
Comments

1
2
3
Dribbling
Drills

Passing
Drills

Shooting
Drills

1
2
3

1
2
3

1
2
3

Rebounding
Drills

1
2
3

Defensive
Drills

1
2
3
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14. Useful Coaching Forms
Player Substitution Sheet
Position

1st Quarter
1st Half 2nd Half

2nd Quarter
1st Half 2nd Half

3rd Quarter
1st Half 2nd Half

4th Quarter
1st Half 2nd Half

Point
Guard

Guard

Center

Forward

Forward
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Snack/Refreshment Sheet

For young Basketball players it can be debatable as to what the most important thing during a
season is: The game itself or what the snack will be after the game! At the start of the season,
hand out a snack sign-up sheet to parents. Snacks are a special treat for after the practice/game.
Snacks are not a substitute for water (each player should bring water for water breaks during
practice). Parents should take turns volunteering to bring a snack to the game/practice. They
should bring enough for the entire team and any siblings that may be around.
With the increase in children allergies, great lengths should be taken to avoid snacks that
children may be allergic to. At the start of the season when you ask parents about their child’s
medical condition, you should also ask about any food allergies that may exist. To be on the safe
side, snacks with peanuts should be avoided.
Snacks should be served AFTER practice/the game. If the snack is served in the middle of
practice it may be difficult to get the players to refocus on Basketball after the break. Snack time
will help build team spirit and camaraderie.
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Snack Sign-up Sheet
Please volunteer to bring a snack for the team. Due to allergies, please avoid
snacks that contain peanuts. Thank You!

Game
No.

Date

Snack/Refreshment Provider
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Play Diagram
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Court Diagram
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Basketball Positions “Homework

Place the name by the position. (Guard, Center, Forward)
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Injury Report Sheet
Date

Time

Name of Player
Location
First Aider (Name)
Type of Injury

Area involved in Injury (i.e. arm, leg, etc,)

Extent of Injury

First Aid Administered

Other Action

Signature of First Aider
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Other Books from CoachYouthBasketball.com

Look for our other Informative Coaching Books
At
www.CoachTeeball.com

www.CoachYouthSoccer.com

www.CoachSoftball.com

www.CoachFlagFootball.com

www.CoachYouthSports.com
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Introduction

As we have mentioned in the Coaching Youth Basketball book, all children, especially young
children have short attention spans. That’s what makes them children! It is your job as coach to
keep them focused and interested in what’s going on. Keeping a 5-8 year olds’ attention may be
the most difficult thing you will encounter in coaching.
The best way to keep the players focused, is to have constant movement and change. You
should attempt to have all the players involved with an activity/drill at the same time. That will
cut down on the amount of time that a player is only standing around watching the other players
go through the activity. The time that a player is not engaged in activity is the time you will
“lose them”.
Also, to keep everything new and exciting, each drill should last no more than 5-10 minutes.
Gauge your team’s attention span and adjust the length of each drill accordingly.
We have included a number of drills in this book so that you won’t find yourself running out of
things to do.

Stretching & Warm Up

It is very important to have a short 5-minute warm-up before you get into the heart of your
practice. The warm-up should consist of stretching and light cardio exercises. The drills found
under the Coordination/Conditioning Drills Section, can serve as good warm up exercises.
Stretching is very important and will help loosen tight muscles and help prevent muscle injuries.

Leg Straddle

For this stretch, the legs should be slightly more than shoulder length apart. The players should
start by attempting to touch the ground with their hands. On the coach’s command, the players
then attempt to touch their right foot with both hands. Then, once again on the coach’s
command, players should switch and attempt to touch their left foot with both hands. The
players should then attempt to move their legs further apart and repeat the above actions.
Remember to have the players keep their legs straight and not bend their knees.
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Toe Touches

This is a simple stretch where players stand straight with their legs together and feet flat on the
ground. The player then SLOWLY attempts to touch their toes while keeping their knees/legs
straight. The players should not bounce when attempting to touch their toes.

Quad Stretch

In this stretch, the players start from a standing position. Balancing on one foot, the players grip
their foot and pull their leg up toward their back (see photo).

Hurdler Stretch

In this stretch the players start from a seated position extending one leg forward while having the
other leg back (see photos). The players then lean forward, attempting to touch the foot of the
leg which is forward. After a few seconds, the players should switch legs and stretch the other
leg. The players need to keep the leg which is forward, straight and not bend the knee.

Knee-to-Chest

In this stretch, the players lay flat on their backs with their legs extended straight. On the
coach’s command, the players should bend one leg at the knee and bring their knee into their
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chest. After a few seconds, the players return the leg to the ground and then pull the other leg
toward their chest.
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Coordination & Conditioning Drills

Basketball is a sport of constant motion. If a player is not in the proper condition, they will find
it difficult to keep up with other players, and the offense and especially defense will suffer. It is
essential that your players be in good physical condition. While many younger players can run
all day long and seem to never get tired, many children today are out of shape. Conditioning
should be part of every practice.

1. Circle Basketball Around Waist

Players stand facing the coach while holding their basketball with both hands, waist high.
On the coach’s command, the player circles the basketball around their waist. After a
few times, have the players stop and then circle the ball in the opposite direction. This
drill may seem very easy, but you will be surprised how difficult yet fun it is for small
players.

2. Circle Basketball Around Legs

This is a variation of the “Circle Basketball Around Waist Drill” Once again, the players
stand facing the coach. On the coach’s command, the player circles the basketball in and
out of their legs in a figure 8 pattern. Have the players stop and then circle the ball in the
opposite direction.

3. Throw ball in air & catch

In this drill the players stand facing the coach, holding their basketball with both hands,
waist high. On the coach’s command the players throw the ball up in the air and then
catch it. Have the players start by throwing the ball up only a foot or two into the air.
Once they master this, have the players increase the height of the throw.
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4. Throw ball in air, clap & catch

This is a variation of the previous drill with some added complexity. Simply add a clap.
The players are to throw the ball in the air, clap, and then catch the ball. Have the players
then increase the height they throw the ball AND have them increase the number of claps
before the catch.

5. Gasers or Line Runs

In this drill, all the players line up at one end of the court. On the coach’s, command, all
players proceed to run: 1) as far as the nearest foul line and back, 2) to ½ court and back,
3) to the furthest foul line and back, and 4) to the opposite end of the court and back.
This drill is sure to help build a player’s conditioning and endurance.

6. Stuck in the Mud Drill

Designate a boundary area on the court where all the action will take place (usually on
one half of the court). All players must stay in this area. Designate 1-2 players that are
“it”. At the start of this drill, all the players that are not “it” will begin to run and avoid
the “it” players. It is the “it” players’ job to tag the other players. When a player is
tagged, the player is “stuck in the mud” and must stand still. The stuck player can get
unstuck when another player crawls under his/her legs. The game ends after a certain
time has elapsed or when all the players are stuck in the mud. This game can be done
with or without using the basketball.
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7. Box Run Relay

For this drill, divide your team into equal teams. On the coach’s command the first
player from each team will shuffle down the baseline. Once they reach the corner of the
court, the players will then back pedal to half court. At half court the players will then
shuffle to the jump ball circle. Once they reach the jump ball circle, the players will
sprint back to the starting line, tagging the next player who then continues the relay.

8. Sprint – Jog Run

This is a simple conditioning drill where your players sprint to half court and then jog the
rest of the way. You can change this order to a jog and then sprint if you want.
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9. Sprint Past the Pack Run

In this drill, have your entire team line in a straight line outside the court. The team is to
jog around the exterior of the court. On the coach’s command the player at the end of the
line should sprint to the front of the line (passing the other players). At each command
the new player at the end of the line sprints to front. This continues until all players have
had an opportunity to be the last in line (and sprint to the front).
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10. “Coach Says”

This is a way to break away from the traditional basketball drills. It teaches players to
listen and to pay attention. This drill is just like the game “Simon Says”; however,
instead of Simon it is “Coach Says”. The players only react to the coach’s commands if
the coach starts the command by saying “Coach Says……”. (example “coach says to
hop on 1 foot’) When a player reacts to a command that does not start with the statement
“Coach Says” then that player is out and must sit down until the game is over. The last
player in the game is the winner.

11. Relay Races

Depending on the number of players on your team, break your team into 2 or 3 groups.
From a starting point, mark out a point 25-30 yards down court. The players must go
from the starting point, around the cones (25-30 yards down court) and back to the
starting line, tagging the next player who then races downcourt next. Once a player is
done, the player goes to the end of the line and sits. The first team that has completed the
race and has all players sitting is the winner.
There are numerous things that can be done in these races:
• Running
• Hopping (on 1 foot or both feet)
• Skipping
• Dribbling the basketball

12. Catch the Tiger’s Tail

In this drill, 1 Player is “Rabbit” or “Tiger”. For this player, put a shirt or Pinnie into the
back of their shorts. Make sure that it sticks out of their shorts (resembling a tail).
Section an area of the court that is in bounds. The object of this drill is to have the other
players chase the “Tiger/Rabbit” and pull out the tail. Remember to give the “Rabbit” or
“Tiger” a bit of a head start. The player that catches the “Tiger’s tail” will be designated
as the next “Tiger”.
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Dribbling Drills

One of the most difficult things for young players to do is to control the ball. When dribbling a
basketball, most new players kick the ball too hard, causing the ball to go too far away from
them; therefore, losing the ball to another player. The key to proper ball control is to have the
player keep the ball at a close distance while running in the direction that they want to go.

13. Righty – Lefty Drill

All the players can do this drill at the same time (if you have enough basketballs).
For this drill, have the entire team line up at one end of the court. On the coach’s
command the players are to dribble to half court with their Right Hands. Once the
players pass half court they should switch hands and dribble the rest of the way with
their Left Hand.

14. Dribbling Around Cones

This is a simple drill that helps develop ball control and coordination. Divide your team
into 2-3 groups. Each group lines up in a straight line. Setup cones every 5 yards (3-4
cones per group should be fine for this age group). Then on the coach’s command, have
the players dribble around the cones. Variations of this drill: have the player shoot at the
basket when they pass the last cone, or make the game into a relay race, the first team to
finish dribbling through the cones, shoots and then sits in a straight line wins the game.
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15. Dribble Around Defenders Drill

For this drill, have a number of players (depending on your area and the spacing you
want between the defenders) line up straight down the middle of the court. These
players will be the defenders. The defenders can not move their feet, but can move
their hands and lean for the ball. The defenders should have their hands up at all
times. The ball handlers will dribble the ball between the defenders in a weaving like
pattern. The goal is for the ball handler to successfully get to the other side of the
court without losing control of the ball or having the ball touched by the defense.
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16. One on One Dribbling

For this drill, have the players pair up. Each pair has 1 basketball. One player from each
group starts on the base line with the ball (this group is on offense). The other group
lines up approximately 3 feet away and they are on defense. The object of the game is
for the offense to dribble the ball to the half court line. The goal for the defense should
be to steal the ball or stop the dribble of the player on offense.

17. Half Court Lay up Relay

For this drill, divide your team into 2 groups. Each group lines up in a straight line at
half court and the first person in each group has a ball. At the coach’s command, the first
person in each group dribbles down court toward the basket and shoots a layup. After
making the shot (or after 2 attempts at making a shot) the players rebound their basketball
and dribble back to half court, passing the ball to the next person in line. The next
players in line then repeat the drill, until all have had a turn.
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18. 3 Player Weave Drill

This is a more advanced drill. Three players start lined up across the court. The player in
the middle starts with the ball (Player 1). Player 1 then passes the ball to the player on
the right (Player 2). Player 1 then runs to the right side of the court while Player 2 goes
to the middle of the court. Player 2 then passes the ball to the player on the left side of
the court (Player 3). Player 2 then runs to the left side of the court while Player 3 goes to
the middle of the court. Player 3 continues to dribble and then shoots a layup.
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19. Follow the Leader

This drill can be done with or without the basketball. In this game, have your entire team
line-up in a straight line behind the coach. The players are to do exactly what the coach
or designated “leader” is doing. Without the basketball the coach can: Hop, Jump, Skip,
Run with legs high, etc. With the basketball the coach can: Dribble the ball with their
right hand, with their left hand, dribble while walking backwards, cross-over dribble, etc.

20. Sharks & Minnows

For this game, designate an area on the court for play (usually half court). All players
must stay within this designated area. Start with one player designated as the “Shark”.
The rest of the players are the “Minnows”. The object of the “Shark” is to kick the ball
away from the “Minnows” (the ball needs to be kicked out of the designated area of
play). Once a “Minnow” has their ball kicked away, they then become “Sharks”, and
attempt to take the ball away from the other “Minnows”. At the start of the game the
“Minnows” should be on the run trying to avoid the “Sharks” AND maintaining ball
control. The game ends when there is only 1 “Minnow” remaining. This is also a great
defensive drill.
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21. SPACE MAN Drill

Evenly space players around square boxed area. Have players dribble around the area,
maintaining ball control. The players should also have their heads up. The goal to this
drill is for players to maintain ball control and maintain the same distance apart from
each other as from the start of the drill.
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22. Engine & Caboose Drill

This drill is somewhat like the “Space Man Drill”. Players pair up and each player has
their own ball. Each pair of players is a “train”. One player will be the Engine and the
other will be the Caboose. The Engine player is in front and the Caboose player lines up
1-2 yards behind the Engine Player. On the coach’s command, the players should dribble
their basketballs around a designated area. The object of the drill is to maintain ball
control and for the players to stay within the same distance (1-2 yards) of each other as
they were at the start of the game.

23. Change Direction Drill

The object of this game is for the players to “sneak up” behind the coach while the coach
has his/her back turned. However, if the coach turns around the players must reverse
direction and run back to the starting line. To start this game, the coach turns his/her
back to the team and begins to walk up court. As the coach’s back is turned, the players
should dribble their basketball down court after the coach (while maintaining control of
the basketball). The coach should then turn to face the players and chase them back to
the starting line. Once the coach turns, the players should Stop, Reverse Direction and
quickly dribble the ball back to the starting line.

24. Head Up Dribbling

This drill works on the player’s ability to dribble with their head up. Each player has
their own ball. The players are to dribble the ball while keeping their head up and
looking at the coach. The coach will make hand motions (no talking) signaling what the
players should do next.
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•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Finger can stand for dribble with Right Hand
2 Fingers mean dribble with Left Hand
Coach pointing to Right means dribble to the Right
Coach pointing to Left means dribble to Left
Coach pointing Forward means dribble Forward
Coach pointing Backwards means dribble backwards

25. Red, Yellow, Green, Purple Light

This game will help dribbling, coordination AND listening skills. Each player has their
own ball and dribbles around the court maintaining ball control and remembering to keep
their head up. The coach then calls out a command (“Red Light”, “Green Light”, “Yellow
Light”, or “Purple Light”) and the players should react accordingly.
• Red Light – Means Stop. The players dribble the ball while standing in one
place.
• Green Light – Means Go. The players move quickly around the court while
dribbling the ball; but in control.
• Yellow Light – Means Slow Down. The players move slowly with the ball.
• Purple Light – Means - Stop dribbling the ball, place the ball on the ground, then
after the ball has stopped, the players run around the ball in a circle.
All different variations can be used in this drill.
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Passing Drills

Good fundamental passing is becoming a lost art form in basketball. However, the team that can
properly pass the ball and find the open man will be the team that puts themselves in a better
position to score. You may find that players do not want to work on passing drills. Many
players feel they are boring and want to practice shooting. However, instill in your players that
to get in the best position to shoot, they first must learn to pass.

26.

Partner Pass

Have the players pair up with a partner. The pairs should line up approximately 3-5 feet
apart from each other (depending on skill level). Facing each other, the pair should pass
the basketball to each other. Start with the chest pass then move onto the bounce pass.
Emphasize good passing fundamentals.

27. Triangle Pass & Receive

Divide your team into groups of 3 players. Have each group form a triangle. Start by
having your players pass the ball to each other in a clockwise rotation. Then have the
players switch directions and pass to each other in a counter-clockwise direction. Once
again, emphasize proper passing.

28. Monkey in the Middle Drill

This game will help your players develop passing skills. Have your players form a circle.
Place one player in the middle of the circle. The object of the game is for the players
situated around the circle to pass the ball to each other (they can pass the ball to any other
player in the circle). The object of the game for the person in the middle is to intercept a
pass and take control of the ball. Once the player in the middle steals the ball, choose a
new player to go in the middle.
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29. Passing Relay Race

Divide your team into 2 – 3 even groups. The teams line up in a straight line down the
court from one base line to the next. At the coach’s command the first player passes the
ball the second and so on until they reach the last player. The last player then passes it
back to the player next to him/her until the ball reaches the person who started the drill.
The first team that completes all their passes wins. All types of passes (chest, bounce,
overhead) can be utilized in this drill.

30. Fast Break Pass Drill

For this drill, have all your players line up around the perimeter of the court in an oval.
The 2 players located under the baskets start the drill and both have basketballs. On the
coaches command the players with the ball outlet a pass to the next player and the
passing chain continues until it reaches the 2 players at the opposite basket just outside
the key. Those 2 players then shot a layup into the basket. The players under both
baskets (the original starters) then rebound the ball and start the passing again.
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31. Move the Stick Passing Drill

This drill will introduce and work on bounce passing accuracy. For this drill, have your
players break into pairs. Each pair will have 1 basketball. Each player should be
approximately 5 feet away from each other. Place a popsicle stick in the middle between
the 2 players. The object of the game is for the players to hit the stick, thereby moving
the stick toward the other player. Each player gets one turn then it is the other player’s
turn. As the one player tries to hit the stick, the other should attempt to catch the ball
after 1 bounce.
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32. Quick Back & Forth Pass Drill

In this drill, one player is positioned at the center of the key with a basketball. All the
other players line up around the 3 point arc (closer if the players are younger and cannot
reach each other with a pass). On the coach’s command the player in the key passes the
ball to the player to their furthest left, that player immediately passes back to the player in
the center. This back and forth passing continues in a clockwise order until all players
have gone. A new player then assumes the center position. All types of passes can be
utilized in this drill. For a variation you can make a rule that the player returning a pass
must use the same pass that the center player used.

33. Shuffle Pass Relay

In this drill, 2 players line up approximately 5-6 feet away from each other with 1
basketball. On the coach’s command, the players race down court passing the basketball
to each other. Once they reach the opposite baseline, the players should turn and
continue back to the starting line, handing the ball off to the next pair. All types of
passing can be utilized in this drill (bounce pass, chest pass, etc.)
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34. Pass it Down the Line Drill

In this drill, line up a number of players (4-8) on the sideline facing into the court.
Another player should have 1 basketball and be approximately 5-7 feet away from the
players on the sideline and should also be facing those players. On the coach’s
command, the player with the ball will run in a straight-line down the court, passing and
receiving a return pass from each player. After he/she receives the last pass, the player
should continue toward the basket for a layup.
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35. Touch Down Pass Drill

The object of this drill is for players to develop their long passing skills. The long pass
can be essential for fast breaks. In this drill, one player is designated the
rebounder/passer. The other players line up toward the baseline, outside the 3 point arc.
The rebounder gets the rebound (either a real rebound from another player/coach or an
imagined rebound), and then throws a long outlet pass to the player running down court.
The pass should be thrown over hand like that of a football throw and should reach over
the half court line (depending on the age and strength of your players). The player
receiving the pass should catch it and then continue to dribble toward the far basket and
perform a layup.

36. Give & Go / Pass to Coach Drill

This drill combines ball-handling, passing, receiving, and shooting skills. Line up your
team one behind the other in a straight line facing the basket. At the coach’s command,
the player starts to dribble toward the basket. The player then passes the ball to the
coach. The player then runs around the coach toward the basket. The coach then passes
the ball back to the player. The player receives the pass, dribbles toward the basket and
then shoots. After your players become comfortable with this drill, have another player
(instead of the coach) involved with the passing.
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Shooting Drills

The best way to become a better shooter is practice, practice, practice. That, of course is
assuming that a player has learned the proper shooting fundamentals. All the practicing in the
world will not matter, if a player’s technique is wrong. Before having your players do shooting
drill after shooting drill, make sure they know how to shoot the basketball. Since you will have
players of all different skills, have the players do the drills below and watch for players that need
help on the fundamentals, spend time correcting these players so that they do not develop any
bad shooting habits.

37. Dribble Down and Shoot Drill (Jump Shot)

For this drill, divide your team into 2 groups. Each group lines up in a straight line at
half court and the first person in each group has a ball. At the coach’s command, the first
person in each group dribbles down court toward the basket stops at the cone and shoots a
jump shot. After making the shot (or after 2 attempts at making a shot) the players
rebound their basketball and dribble back to half court, passing the ball to the next person
in line. The next players in line then repeat the drill, until all have had a turn.

38. Around the World

For this drill, each player must make a number of shots at various locations around the
key (the skill level of your players will determine the distance the players are from the
key). Players start from location #1 and when they make the shot go to location # 2.
Players continue around the key (or Around the World) until they finish at location #11.
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39. PIG, HORSE, ELEPHANT (or any other animal)

For this drill, break your team into a number of groups (so that each group has its own
basket). One player from the group starts the game. That player calls out a shot they will
be attempting (i.e. foul shot). If that player makes the shot, all the other players in the
group must attempt that same shot. If a player misses the shot, that player receives a
letter (P if playing PIG, H if playing HORSE). A player is out of the game if they receive
all the letters of the animal. If the player calling the shot misses the original shot, it
becomes the next player in the group’s turn to call out a shot.

40. 2 on 1 Shooting drill

This drill works on shooting as well as the player’s ability to find the open man. For this
drill, 2 players are on offense while 1 player is on defense. Starting at half court, the two
offensive players must dribble the ball up the court, pass to the open player and shoot at
the basket. The offense is awarded a point if they score. The defender is awarded a point
if they steal the ball, get the rebound off a missed shot, or prevent the offense from
scoring for a certain period of time (usually 20-30 seconds).
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41. 3 on 3 Shooting Drill

This is like a mini game. 3 players are on offense, 3 players are on defense. Starting at
half court, the offensive players must dribble the ball up the court, pass to the open player
and shoot at the basket. The offense is awarded a point if they score. The defense is
awarded a point if they steal the ball, get the rebound off a missed shot, or prevent the
offense from scoring for a certain period of time (usually 20-30 seconds).

42. 10 Basket Team Shooting

Divide your team into as many groups as you have baskets. Each group will be assigned
their own basket and each player will have their own basketball. At the coach’s
command, each team starts shooting at the basket from a designated distance (further
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outside the key for more advanced teams). The first team to make 10 baskets is the
winner.

43. Low Post Shooting Drill

This drill will work a player’s post-up skills as well as shooting from the low post. Two
players are on offense (1 Post-up player and 1 Passer) and one player is on defense. The
Post-up player must work on getting in the proper position so that they can receive a pass
and are close enough to the basket to score from the low post. The Passer must use the
appropriate pass (bounce pass, over head pass, etc.). The defender must try to prevent the
pass and/or prevent the shot.

44. Head Fake & Go (or Shoot) Drill

For this drill, players will be practicing a good head and shoulders fake and then either
shoot or drive to the basket. A head and shoulders fake consists of the player rapidly
moving up as if they are going to shoot (but not jump). This move should cause the
defense to jump to block the shot. Once the defender is in the air, the offensive player can
either shoot (the defender in the air is out of position to block the shot) or dribble past the
defender to score.

First have your team practice good head and shoulders fakes without a defender. Have
them line up in the low post facing the basket. Execute the fake and then the
corresponding next move (shoot or drive to the basket). After your players are
comfortable with the moves, add a defender.
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45. Base Line Shooting Drill

This is a good drill for your Forwards to practice. In this drill you have two players on
offense (1 Post-up player and 1 Passer) and one player is on defense. The Post-up player
starts by posting up, makes a fake move as if they are going across or inside the key, then
quickly runs out to the baseline area to receive a pass. The Passer must use the
appropriate pass (chest pass, bounce pass, over head pass, etc.). The defender must try to
prevent the pass and/or prevent the shot.
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Defense Drills

Defense is an extremely important aspect of basketball. It has been said that defense wins games
and for the most part, this statement is true. Just think about it, by playing good, aggressive
defense you will limit the scoring chances for the other team, thereby increasing your
opportunities to score. For young players, teaching them to play defense is one of the easiest
tasks you will face. Good defense can be played by any player, no matter the age or athletic skill
of the player.

46. Defense Shuffle

This drill will help teach your players how to maintain the proper defensive stance and
how to properly move from one part of the court to the other. Divide your team into 2
groups. Each group starts a corner of the court. The first players from each group
assume a good defensive stance (feet slightly more than shoulder length apart, knees
bent, back straight, arms up and out). On the coach’s command the players start to
shuffle their feet (do not cross feet) from the corner to the foul line, to the 5 second line,
to half court, to the opposite 5 second line, to the opposite foul line, to the far corner of
the court; and then sprint to the back of the starting line.

47. Trap Drill

For this drill, divide your team into groups of 3. One player will have a basketball and be
on offense and two players will be on defense. The player on offense will attempt to
dribble the ball past the two defenders, while the two defenders attempt to trap the
offensive player causing the player on offense to stop dribbling or lose control of the ball.
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48. Mirror Drill

Divide your team into 4-6 groups, try to have no more than 4 players per group.
Designate 1 player per group as the leader. All other players in the group will face the
leader and must “mirror” every movement of the leader. If the leader shuffles right the
group must shuffle in the same direction (it will be left shuffle since they are facing the
leader). If the leader moves forward, the group moves backward. If the leader moves
back, the group moves forward.

49. 1 on 1 Defense

Divide your team into two groups. One group is on offense and the other group is on
defense. Pair up the players so that every offensive player has a player that is playing
defense against them. All the players on offense should have a basketball and line up in a
straight line across the half court line facing the basket. The defensive players should
lineup 3-4 feet away from the offensive players. The object of the game is for the
offensive players to dribble the basketball past an area down court (it could be line set up
with cones across the court). The offensive player scores a point for getting the ball past
the “goal” area. The defender gets a point if the steal the ball, get the offensive player to
stop dribbling or prevents the offensive player from reaching the “goal” within a certain
time period (usually 10 seconds).
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50. 2 on 2 Deny Defense

The goal of this drill is for the players on defense to learn how to keep their body
between the offensive player and the basket. Set up a designated area. One pair of
players is on offense, while the other pair is on defense. The goal of the offense is to
move the ball over a designated “goal line” approximately 10-20 feet down court through
passing and dribbling the ball. The object of the defense is to position themselves
between the offensive player and the “goal line” as well as to position themselves to deny
passes between the offensive players. Award 1 point if the offense cannot move the ball
to the “goal line” under a certain time period (10-20 seconds). Award 2 points if the
defense steals the ball or intercepts a pass. This game can also be done 3 vs. 3 or 4 vs. 4
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Rebounding Drills

With offensive rebounding you at least double the number of opportunities you have to score
(the original shot plus the shot you will get after the rebound). With defensive rebounding, you
drastically reduce the other team’s opportunities to score. This being said, you can see why it’s
so important that your team develop good rebounding skills.

51. Box-Out Drill

This drill should be started without using the basketball. For this drill there are 5
defenders and 5 offensive players. The players on defense start off by “guarding” the
players on offense. The players on offense move around the court. When the coach
shouts “Shot”, the players on defense must find the player that they are guarding and box
that player out, putting them in good position to rebound the ball. The offense should
attempt not be boxed-out and be in a position to rebound the ball. After a few practices
have the teams switch places (defense is now offense). As the players get comfortable
with the fundamentals of boxing out, the coach should then begin to shoot a basketball
and have the players actually get the rebound.

52. Foul Shot Box-Out Drill

For this drill, your team will be practicing the proper way to box out during a foul shot.
Break your team into groups of five. One group will be on offense with a shooter on the
foul line. The other group will be on defense. All the players, except for the player
shooting on the foul line are to line up in the proper spots for a foul shot. Two of the
players on defense get the closest positions to the basket. The next two spots belong to
the offensive players. The order continues in this fashion until all spaces or all players
are occupied. The foul shooter will shoot the ball and all the players must attempt to get
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into the best position to rebound the ball. Whoever rebounds the ball becomes the next
shooter and whatever team that person was on now is on offense and occupies the
offensive area around the key.

53. “Find” & Seek Box-Out

For this drill, divide your team into 2 groups. One group will start in the key under the
basket and facing the basket. The other group will start out on the perimeter of the
court just outside the 3 point arc. Upon the coach shouting “Shot” the players who are
out by the 3 point arc will race toward the basket trying to get into position for a rebound.
The players under the basket will attempt to box out the closest player from the other who
is in their area.
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54. One on One on One …….Drill

This drill will work on boxing out, rebounding and shooting. This drill starts with one
player on offense and all the other players attempting to rebound the ball. The player on
offense will not be defended and must shoot the ball from outside the key. Upon
shooting the ball all the players must properly position themselves to get the rebound.
Whoever gets the rebound is now on offense.
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Other Drills
55. Pick Setting Drill

By properly setting picks, your team will be able to free up a player to easily receive a
pass, take an unobstructed shot, or dribble uncontested to the basket for an easy score. In
this drill, divide your team into groups of three. Two players will be on offense and one
player will be on defense. This drill should be done with and without the ball; however
it’s best not to use a ball when first introducing this drill. The player on defense is to
guard one of the players on offense. The player not being guarded is the person to set the
pick. He or she will set the pick by moving close to the defender and blocking their path
so that the other offensive player can run by and get free of the defender. Note: You
must explain to the player setting the pick that he/she can not move when setting the pick
(once they engage the defender). The player’s feet must be stationary. Moving while
setting a pick is a violation. Have your players practice setting picks in all areas of the
court, especially down low toward the basket. Once your team is comfortable with the
fundamentals for setting picks, give each group a ball. Have the team practice dribbling
toward the open area, or toward the basket for an easy score.

56. InBounding the Ball Drill

For the inbound play diagramed below, start by having your best passer inbound the ball.
Players # 1-4 take their positions on the court as outlined below. The play starts by the
player who is inbounding the ball, smacking the ball or yelling “Go!” so that all the
players know to start the play.
• Player #1 crosses the key and sets a pick on Player #2’s defender.
• Player #2 then runs around toward the inbounder. The pass should go to Player
#2 if he/she is open.
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•
•

Player #4 fakes a move toward the ball then runs down court toward the basket.
If Player #4 is open, the inbounder can try a long football pass to Player #4.
Player #3 fakes running down court then cuts toward the ball. If Player #3 is
open, the inbound pass can go to him/her.

57. Fast Break Outlet Drill

Many of your offensive points will come from fast breaks. The key to a successful fast
break is having all your players know their roles and to stay in their lanes (not to bunch
up in the same area of the court). This drill helps teach your team the proper
fundamentals of the fast break.

This drill starts at the opposite basket, where the coach will simulate a shot by the
opponent. Player #5 gets the rebound, and Player #1 (your best ball handler) races to the
closest corner of the court ready for the outlet pass. Player #5 throws an outlet pass to
Player#1 and then Player #5 proceeds to run down the sideline. After receiving the outlet
pass, Player #1 dribbles the ball up court toward the middle of the court. In the
meanwhile, immediately after the rebound, Players # 3, 4, and 2 break down court staying
in their lanes. Player #3 runs straight down court, Player #4 runs down the opposite
sideline than that of Player #5 and Player #2 runs down in the inner lane of the court (see
diagram). This drill may seem complicated, but it does not have to work exactly as
planned. However, your goal should be that the team knows to run immediately after the
rebound, stay in their lanes and not bunch up. You will be amazed at all easy baskets you
can get off the fast break.
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Practice Sample 1
Practice
Warm-up &
Conditioning

Drill
1
2
3
4

Dribbling Drills

Date:

Comments
10 Minutes

Jumping Jacks (3 sets of 10)
Stretching: (Various)
Circle Ball Around Waist & Legs
Box Run Relay Drill

WATER BREAK

1 Righty-Lefty Dribbling Drill
2 Dribble Around Cones Drill
3 Space Man Drill

10 Minutes

WATER BREAK

Passing Drills

1 Partner Pass Drill
2 Monkey in the Middle Pass Drill
3 Passing Relay Race
Shooting Drills

10 Minutes

WATER BREAK

1 Dribble Down & Shoot – Layup
2 Around the World
3 2 on 1 Shooting

15 Minutes
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Practice Sample 2
Practice
Warm-up &
Conditioning

Drill

Date:

Comments
10 Minutes

1 Jog in Place
2 Stretching (various)
•
•
•

Arms out – circle motion
Toe Touches
Leg Straddle
• Quad Stretch
Sprint
– Jog Run
3
4 “Coach Says” Game

WATER BREAK

Defensive Drills

1 Defense Shuffle
2 Trap Defense
3 Mirror Drill
Rebounding Drills

WATER BREAK

1 Box Out Drill
2 Foul Shot Box Out Drill
3 Find & Seek Box Out Drill
Shooting Drills

WATER BREAK

1 Dribble Down & Shoot – Jump

10-15 Minutes

10-15 Minutes

10-15 Minutes

Shot
2 10 Basket Team Shooting
3 3 on 3 Shooting
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Practice Sample 3
Practice
Warm-up &
Conditioning

Drill

Date:

Comments
10 Minutes

1 Stretching
•

Deep Knee Bends with arms
out forward
• Toe Touches
• Leg Straddle
• Hurdler Stretch
2 Sprint Past the Pack Drill
3 Relay Races
WATER BREAK
Dribbling Drills

1 Dribble Around Defenders Drill
2 Red Light, Green Light Drill
3 1 on 1 Dribbling Drill

10-15 Minutes

WATER BREAK
Defense Drills

1 1 on 1 Defense Drill
2 Defense Shuffle Drill
3 Trap Defense Drill
Other Drills

WATER BREAK
1 Pick Setting
2 InBounding the Ball
3 Fast Break Outlet Drill

10-15 Minutes

10-15 Minutes
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Practice Sample 4
Practice
Warm-up &
Conditioning

Passing Drills

Drill

Comments
10 Minutes

1 Stretching (Various)
2 Throw Ball in Air & Clap Drill
3 Stuck in the Mud Drill
WATER BREAK
1 Football/Baseball Pass Drill
2 Triangle Pass Drill
3 Shuffle Pass Relay

Shooting Drills

Date:

WATER BREAK
1 Low Post Shooting Drill
2 Head Fake & Go Drill
3 Dribble Down & Shoot – Layup &

10-15 Minutes

10-15 Minutes

Jump Shot

Game Situation
Drills

WATER BREAK

10-15 Minutes

1 3 on 3 Mini Game - Half Court
2 5 on 5 Mini Game – Half Court
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Practice Sample 5
Practice
Warm-up &
Conditioning

Dribbling Drills

Drill

WATER BREAK

WATER BREAK
1 1 on 1 Defense Drill
2 2 on 2 Deny Drill
3 Trap Drill

Other Drills

Comments
10 Minutes

1 Stretching (Various)
2 Box Run Relay
3 Gasers/Lines

1 Head up Dribbling Drill
2 Sharks & Minnows Game
3 Dribble Around Defenders
Defense Drills

Date:

WATER BREAK
1 Pick Setting Drill
2 Fast Break Outlet Drill
3 5 on 5 Full Court Game

10-15 Minutes

10-15 Minutes

10-15 Minutes
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Practice Template Form
Practice

Drill

Warm-up

Date:

Comments

1
2
3

1
2
3

1
2
3

1
2
3

1
2
3

General Comments:
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Other Books from CoachYouthBasketball.com

Look for our other Informative Coaching Books
At
www.CoachTeeball.com

www.CoachYouthSoccer.com

www.CoachSoftball.com

www.CoachFlagFootball.com

www.CoachYouthSports.com
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Coach Youth Basketball Play Book
Introduction

As a coach, one of the first questions you need to ask yourself, is whether you need to use formal
plays or not. This all depends on your team. For younger players you should keep it simple.
You may not even want to run formal plays. Setting picks and screens may be enough for young
players.
If you determine that your team can handle running plays, you then need to evaluate your team.
What is their skill/experience level? What are the team’s strengths? What are the team’s
weaknesses? Is your team fast or slow? Are they tall or short? Do you have good ball handlers,
shooters, rebounders? Once you determine the strengths and weaknesses of your team, you will
be better prepared to choose the right plays. Remember don’t try to fit a round peg into a square
hole.
The Names of the Plays
For the purposes of this book, we have given the plays names that are descriptive in nature (i.e.
1-2-2 Low Post Pick, Overload Right, etc.). We suggest that you do not use these names in a
game. If the Point Guard yells out “Overload Right”, the defense is going to have an idea what
you are up to. Give the plays their own unique names that your team will remember.
Do Not Force the Play
When running a play, the ultimate goal is to score. However, it is important to instruct your
players that if an optimal shot is not there, do not force it. If an open shot is not there, the team
should regroup and try again.
Diagram Key

Pass

Dribble

Run/Drive
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Offense
Simple High Post Pick

In this play, Player #1 starts with the ball and then passes it to Player #3. After the pass, Player
#1 then sets a pick on the Defender of Player #2. Player #2 then cuts toward the basket, Player
#5 cuts toward the corner. Player #3 has the ball and a number of options. Player #3 can pass to
Player #2 driving to the basket or pass to Player #5 in the corner or pass the ball back to Player
#1 in the high post. If Player #5 receives the ball, he/she can drive to the basket or pass to Player
#2.
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Simple Low Post Pick

In this play, Player #1 starts with the ball, dribbles to the left and then passes it to Player #2.
Player #4 moves across the key and sets a pick on Player #5’s defender. Player #3 moves to the
high post. Player #2 has the ball and a number of options. Player #2 can pass to Player #5 under
the basket or can pass the ball to Player #3 who should be moving toward the basket from the
high post.
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Low to High Post Pick

In this play, Player #1 starts with the ball and then dribbles to the right. Player #5 starts at the
low post and moves up to the high post and sets a pick on Player #3’s defender. Player #4 also
starts at the low post and moves up to the high post and sets a pick on Player #2’s defender.
Player #3 moves down the lane and then cuts to the middle of the key. Player #2 cuts to the
corner and receives a pass from Player #1. After setting the pick Player #4 then cuts back down
the land toward the basket. Player #2 has the ball and a number of options. Player #2 can pass
to Player #3 in the middle of the key or can pass the ball to Player #4 who should be moving
toward the low post or can pass to Player #5 at the foul line.
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1-2-2 Double Pick – Right

This play starts with a 1-2-2 “formation”. Player #1 starts with the ball and then on his/her
command, Player #2 sets a pick for Player #3 in the high post and Player #5 sets a pick for Player
#4 in the low post. Player #1 then passes to Player #3 who can then drive to the basket or pass
down low to Player #4. The key to this play is setting good picks and passing the ball quickly.
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1-2-2 Low Post Pick

This play also starts with a 1-2-2 “formation”. Player #1 starts with the ball and then passes it to
Player #2. Player #1 then breaks for the basket. Player #5 goes across the baseline and sets a
pick for Player #4. Player # 3 goes to the low post, around Player #5. Player #2 has the ball and
can pass to Player #1 driving toward the basket, or pass to Player #4 in the low post, or can pass
to Player #3 under the basket. The key to this play is setting good picks and passing the ball
quickly.
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1-2-2 High Post

This play also starts with a 1-2-2 “formation”. Player #1 starts with the ball. Player #5 goes
across the baseline and sets a pick for Player #4. Player #4 runs across to the opposite high post.
Player #3 then goes down to the low post and across the baseline (Player #5 sets another pick this
time for Player #3). Player #1 passes to Player #4 in the high post and then breaks for the basket.
Player #5 steps under the basket. Player #4 can pass it back to Player #1 driving toward the
basket, or pass to Player #3, or up top to Player #2 to reset the offense.
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Double Low Double High

This play starts with 2 players setting up in the low post and 2 players setting up in the opposite
high post. Player #1 starts with the ball. Player #4 runs out to the wing and receives a pass from
Player #1. Player #5 goes across to the high post setting a pick for Player #3. Player #3 goes
around Player #5 looking for a pass in the key. Player #5 then sets another pick for Player #2
who then goes to the low post and across the baseline. Player #4 has the option to pass to Player
#3 in the key or to pass to Player #2 in the low post.
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#1 Give and Go

This is a simple Give and Go play with Player #1. Player #1 starts with the ball and passes to
Player #3 at the wing. Player #5 goes to the opposite high post and sets a pick for Player #1.
Player #4 goes across the baseline and Player #2 goes across the baseline and sets up in the low
post(the players should set picks for each other). Player #3 has the option to pass to Player #1
for the give and go or pass to Player #5 in the high post or Player #2 in the low post.
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Overload Left

This play starts with Player #1 handling the ball and 3 players overloading the left side. Player
#1 starts by dribbling to the right side of the key. Player #2 (the only player on the right side)
goes across to the low post and sets a pick for Player #4. After setting the pick, Player #2 will
turn and set up under the basket. Player #5 goes across and sets up in the high post. Player #3
goes to the low post on the left side. Player #1 has multiple passing options. Player #1 can pass
to Player #4 in the corner, or pass to Player #2 under the basket or Player #5 in the high post.
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Overload Left Give and Go

This play starts with Player #1 handling the ball and 3 players overloading the left side. Player
#1 passes to Player #2 on the right side. Player #5 goes to the low post and sets a pick for Player
#4. Player #3 goes across court and sets up in the post. Player #5 then sets another pick for
Player #1 who after passing the ball, goes around Player #5. Player #2 has the ball and passes it
to Player #4 in the corner and then breaks toward the basket. Player #4 has a number of options.
Player #4 can quickly pass the ball back to Player #2 for the give and go or Player #4 can shoot,
pass to Player #3 or look for Player #1 under the basket.
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1-1-3 Offense

This plays starts with a 1-1-3 “formation”. Player #1 starts with the ball. Player #5 goes down
toward the basket and sets a pick for Player #2 who cuts to the wing. Player #4 goes across the
baseline and sets a pick for Player #3 who runs across the baseline and up to the opposite wing.
Player #1 passes to Player #2 who then can: Pass to Player #5 under the basket, Pass to Player
#4 in the low post or pass to Player #3 driving toward the middle of the key.
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Double Screen Corner

This play starts with Player #1 with the ball and at the top of the key, Player #2 and Player #3 at
the wings, Player #5 on the high post and Player #4 on the opposite low post. At the start of the
player, Player #1 drives to the right. Player #2 sets a pick for Player #1 and then heads toward
the high post. Player #5 goes down the lane to the low post. From the wing, Player #3 goes
down the lane and across the baseline (Player #4 sets a pick for Player #3). Player #4 then goes
across the baseline and along with Player #5 sets a screen for Player #3. Player #1 passes to
Player #3 who can then: take the shot, pass in the low post to Player #5 or #4 or pass to Player
#2 who is driving toward the basket.
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High Post Pick & Go

This play starts with Player #3 in the high post, Player #2 on the wing, Player #1 at the top of the
key with the ball and Players #4 and #5 in opposite low posts. At the start of the play, Player #1
passes the Player #3 in the high post. Player #5 goes across the baseline and sets a pick for
Player #4. Player #1 then sets a pick for Player #2 who goes around Player #1 and Player #3 and
moves toward the basket. Player #3 should look for the quick pass or hands the ball off to Player
#2 driving toward the basket. Player #2 can drive toward the basket or pass to Player #5 or #4
under the basket. If Player #2 is not open, Player #3 can pass back to Player #1
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High Post Screen

This play starts with Player #1 at the top of the key with the ball, Players #2 and #3 at the wings
and Players #4 and #5 at the low posts. Player #1 dribbles to the right and passes to Player #2 on
the wing. Player #5 runs to the high post/foul line. Player # 4 goes up the lane and sets a pick
for Player #3. After the pass, Player #1 goes down the lane and looks for the give and go pass
from Player #2. If the pass is not there, Player #1 runs back up to the high post and sets a screen
for Player #5. Player #3 runs down the lane and across the baseline under the basket. Player #2
has the ball and can pass to Player #1 driving toward the basket, pass to Player #5 driving
toward the basket, or passes back to Player #1 at the foul line.
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Wagon Wheel

The Wagon Wheel starts with a 1-2-2 “formation”. The key to this play is a circle rotation of all
players. Player #1 starts with the ball and passes to Player #2 on the wing. Player #2 can drive
to the basket if open or pass to Player #5 in the corner. After a pass to Player #5, Player #2 runs
toward the basket. Player #4 runs to the middle of the key looking for a pass. Player #5 can pass
to Player #2 under the basket or Player #4 in the middle of the key or back to Player #1. All the
Players then rotate in circular motion.
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Fast Break #1

The fast break can be an integral part of any offense. The break starts with the rebound. In this
play, Player #4 gets the rebound and immediately looks to throw an outlet pass to Player #1 out
on the wing or Player #2 by the foul line. As soon as Player #4 has the rebound, Players #3 and
#5 run down court filling their lanes. In this case, Player #3 takes the outermost lane and Player
#5 fills the center lane. All players should remember to spread out and make sure they do not
bunch together. Player #3 runs the length of the court and then goes across the base line looking
to receive a pass from Player #1. Player #1 dribbles the length of the court and can: drive to the
basket, pass to Player #3 in the corner, pass to Player #5 on the foul line, or wait at the top of the
key and run a play.
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Fast Break #2

This fast break starts with Player #5 getting the rebound and throwing a quick outlet pass to
Player #1. While Player #5 gets the rebound, Players #4 and #5 immediately run down court
filling in the outermost lanes. Once Player #1 receives the outlet pass he/she dribbles the ball
down court filling the middle lane. Player #2 fills the wing position and Player #5 then follows
the play running in the middle. Player #1 has a number of options: passing to Players #4 or #3,
driving to the basket themselves, passing to Player #2 at the wing, or setting up for a called play.
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Situation Plays
Inbounding Under the Basket Play #1

For these plays, make sure your best passer is inbounding the ball. Player #1 starts with the ball,
on his/her command “Go!” Player #5 cuts to the basket, Player #2 runs to the foul line, Player #4
cuts to the corner closest to the ball and Player #3 steps forward toward the ball. The passer has
a number of options: Player #5 under the basket, Player #3 in front, Player #4 in the corner, or
Player #2 on the foul line.

Inbounding Under the Basket Play #2

Player #1 starts with ball, on his/her command “Go!” Player #5 sets a pick for Player #2 then
turns toward the ball. Player #2 runs toward the basket. Player #3 sets a pick for Player #4 then
cuts to the basket. Player #4 cuts to the corner closest to the ball. The passer has a number of
options: Player #2 under the basket, Player #5 in front, Player #4 in the corner, or Player #3
cutting toward the basket.
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Inbounding Under the Basket Play #3

For this play, Players #2 and #4 line up on the high posts, Players #3 and #5 are in the low posts.
Player #1 starts with ball, on his/her command “Go!” Player #5 sets a pick for Player #4. Player
#3 runs up toward the foul line. Player #2 cuts toward the corner and then runs to the basket.
Player #4 then cuts to the basket. Player #1 has a number of options: Player #4 under the basket,
Player #2 in the corner/the low post, or Player #3 cutting to the foul line.

Inbounding Under the Basket Play #4

For this play, Players #2 and #4 line up on the high posts, Players #3 and #5 are in the low posts.
Player #1 starts with ball, on his/her command “Go!” Player #3 sets a pick for Player #5 in the
low post. Player #2 starts down the lane and then shoots out to the corner. Player #4 runs to the
wing closest to the ball. Player #1 has a number of options: Player #5 under the basket, Player
#2 in the corner, Player #4 on the wing, or Player #3 in the opposite low post.
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Inbounding from Sideline Play #1

For this play, all the players line up in a straight line. Player #1 starts with the ball and on his/her
command Player #2 makes a quick cut toward the sideline in the direction of the basket. Player
#5 moves toward the half court line and then quickly breaks toward the ball. Player #3 sprints to
the basket. Player #4 slides forward toward the ball. Player #1 has the option to pass to any
player that is open.

Inbounding from Sideline Play #2

For this play, all the players line up in a “box formation”. Player #1 starts with the ball and on
his/her command Player #5 sets a pick for Player #2 who makes a quick cut toward the sideline
in the direction of the basket. Player #4 sets a pick for Player #3 who sprints toward the basket.
Player #1 has the option to pass to Player #2 or Player #3 or any other player that is open.
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Inbounding from Sideline Play #3

This play can be considered a “Fast Break” play. For this play, all the players line up in a
straight line. Player #4 starts with the ball and on his/her command Player #2 makes a quick cut
toward the sideline in the direction of the half court line. Player #1 sprints toward the basket.
Player #5 slides forward toward the ball. Player #3 moves toward the half court line and then
quickly breaks toward the ball. Player #4 should first look for Player #1 breaking toward the
basket. If Player #1 is not open, Player #4 then has the option to pass to any player that is open.
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Breaking the Full Court Press

Depending on the level you are coaching, you may or may not find yourself in the full court
press situation. In any case, your team should be prepared. If you have a good ball handler,
he/she may be able to break the press on their own. The key for breaking a full court press is for
the players not to stop dribbling or get trapped along the sideline. You will also need a good
passer to inbound the ball.
For this play, Player #1 starts with the ball, Players #3 and #2 start on the high posts and Players
#4 and #5 line up at mid court. On Player #1’s command, Player #3 goes across and sets a pick
for Player #2 who cuts across the key and toward the ball. Player #5 takes a few quick steps
toward the ball, then sprints down court toward the basket. Player #4 also takes a few quick
steps toward the ball, then fakes down court but instead heads toward the ball. Player #1’s
primary option is to pass to Player #2. If Player #2 is not open, the next option is Player #3 or
Player #4. Once the ball is inbounded, all players should fill lanes and start to run down court
always looking for a pass. It is important that the players without the ball not sprint down court
and abandon the ball handler.
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Defense

The defense you use, as with the offense, will be determined by the strengths and weaknesses of
your team. For younger players, we suggest that you use a man to man defense. We feel that a
man to man defense will teach the players the most about the game of basketball. With a man to
man defense, players will learn to recognize picks, avoid & break through picks, deny passes,
keep their body between their man and the basket, etc. However, that being said, there may be
instances where you want to employ a zone defense. While the players have designated areas in
the zone to defend, they need to remember that a zone defense is not a stationary defense. The
players need to move with the ball. For example, if the ball goes to the right, the players should
shift to the right. Below are some of the most common zone defenses.

2-1-2 Zone Defense

The 2-1-2 defense is probably the most common zone defense to use. For this defense there are
2 players at the high post/wing, 2 players in the low post and on player in the center of the key.
Your 2 fastest players should be at the wings, your tallest should be in the center and the next
tallest players (and best rebounders) should be in the lows posts. The diagram below illustrates
the players’ positions if the ball is at the top of the key.
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2-3 Zone Defense

Another common zone defense is the 2-3. In this defense there are 2 players in the high
post/wing, and 2 players in the low post and 1 player in the middle down low. This defense is
good for trapping in the corners. For example, if the ball goes to the right, Players #1 and #3
should attempt to trap. All other players (#5, #4, #2) would shift over to the right to deny a pass.

1-3-1 Zone Defense

In the 1-3-1 Defense, 1 player is positioned at the top of the key, 1 player at each wing, 1 player
in the middle at the foul line and 1 player in the middle down low. This defense is good for
trapping in the wing. For example, if the ball goes to the right, Players #1 and #3 should attempt
to trap. All other players (#5, #4, #2) would shift over to the right to deny a pass.
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1-2-2 Defense

In the 1-2-2 Defense, 1 player is positioned at the top of the key, 1 player at each high post and 1
player is in each low post. This defense is good for trapping at both the wings and corners. For
example, if the ball goes down low into the right corner, Players #3 and #4 should attempt to
trap. All other players (#1, #2, #5) would shift over to the right to deny a pass. If the ball goes to
the right wing, Players #1 and #3 should attempt to trap. All other players (#5, #4, #2) would
shift over to the right to deny a pass.
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1-2-1-1 Full Court Press

The goal for the full court press is to trap the ball carrier before he/she passes half court.
In the 1-2-1-1 press, 1 player defends the inbound pass, 2 players are in the far wings, 1 player is
at half court and the safety player is at the top of the opposite key. If the team is able to inbound
the ball, Player #1 should attempt to force the ball handler to one side of the court. Once the ball
handler is on one side of the court, the defender on the wing, along with Player #1, should
attempt to trap the ball handler. All other players shift to deny a pass.
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1-3-1 Full Court Press

In the 1-3-1 press, 1 player defends the inbound pass, 3 players are spread out at mid court and 1
player is the “safety player” at the top of the opposite key. Once again, if the team is able to
inbound the ball, Player #1 should attempt to force the ball handler to one side of the court.
Once the ball handler is on one side of the court, the defender on the side closest to the ball,
along with Player #1, should attempt to trap the ball handler. All other players shift to deny a
pass.
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